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East Ky.
police
chief shot
to death
By JEFFREY McMURRAY
Associated Press Wnter
CLAY CITY, Ky.(AP) — A
rural eastern Kentucky town
struggling to curb its growing
drug and alcohol problem now
must continue the fight without
its police chief, who was shot to
death while arresting a suspect
for driving under the influence.
Word of Randy Lacy's death
passed quickly through the community of 1,300 residents 40
miles east of Lexington. Lacy
was remembered as a professional who was tough on the
drug epidemic but compassionate to the criminals, many of
whom he helped put behind
bars.
"He was not only a cop, he
was just a really good Christian
man who was trying to get the
community united against the
drug problem," said Dovie
Knox, who works at Powell
Prescription Center.
Jamie Barnett. 37, has been
charged with murder in Lacy's
death, said Lt. Phil Crumpton of
the Kentucky State Police. Lacy
was
arresting
Barnett
Wednesday for driving under
the influence when the shooting
took place, Crumpton said.
"Everybody's shocked by it,"
said Brenda Patrick, who had
known 4,,agiy law more than 30
years 'The town sort of went
wild today. I think. It's like a
blanket of sorrow spread over
the neighborhood."
Lacy. who had worked 22
years in law enforcement and
spent the last three as police
chief, was pronounced dead
Wednesday morning at the
scene by Powell County
Coroner Carl Wells.
Crumpton said when Lacy
arrested Barnett, he handcuffed
Barnett's hands in front of his
body instead of behind his back.
in most circumstances, officers cuff in the back to restrict
mobility, but Greg Adams, a
Powell County sheriff's deputy,
said Lacy often cuffed people he
knew in the front. Barnett had a
long criminal history according
to court records.
"Randy was a good officer,"
Adams said. "He did trust people a little too much."
Adams, who was one of several officers responding to the
scene of the shooting, also said
Lacy kept an extra gun in his
cruiser between the front seat
and the console. Crumpton
would not confirm whether
there was an extra gun in the car.
Lacy was the only officer for
the small city, which was looking to fill two vacancies.
Powell
County
JudgeExecutive Darren Farmer said
the suspect shot Lacy from the
back seat of the chief's cruiser.
but authorities at a news conference did not confirm that.
Lacy, 55. had served as
police chief of Clay City since
2004, but began serving in law
enforcement in 1985.
Garland Lacy. the police
chief's brother, said he learned
about the shooting while listening to a police scanner. He said
his brother was dead by the time
he reached the scene.
"He was respected by all the
police officers, and he was even

II See Page 3A
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2007 MURRAY-CALLOWAY COUNTY FAIR

GREG TRAVIS/Ledger & Times
Michaela Rudolph, a student at Murray Middle School, got ahead of the crowd for a
ride on the "Ring of Fire"
at the 2006 Murray-Calloway County Fair. She is pictured above, suspended upside
down, at the top of the
ring

Pageant kicks off week's
worth of entertainment
By GREG TRAVIS
ham speech contest, a swine show, an
Staff Writer
open youth goat show, an open beef
The 2007 Murray-Calloway County
show, a 4-H FFA beef show and a 4Fair will be held June 16-23, at the
H youth lamb and sheep show.
Murray-Calloway County FairFor a detailed listing of all 4-H
grounds.
events visit the fair's Web site at
Kicking off this year's events will
www.mccfair.com.
be the Murray-Calloway County Fair
The A.F. "Skeet" Meyers Horse
Queen Pageant scheduled for
Show will be held Tuesday, June 19,
Saturday at Murray State University's
beginning at 7 p.m. in the main arena.
Curris Center Theatre. The winner
Admission is $3. For more informawill receive a cash prize, a crown, a
tion contact Steven Watkins at 293sash and jewelry. The runners-up will
2190.
receive cash prizes and jewelry.
Family Night at the fair will be
For information contact Nikki
Wednesday, June 20, with a special
Crouch at 437-44.62. For a list of pag"Six for Six" promotion. Residents
eant rules visit the fair's Web site at
are urged to bring six canned goods
www.mccfaincom.
per person for Need Line to receive
Among the fair's many open. 4-H
free admission and $3 off a ride armand ETA events will be agronomy,
band, it was reported.
home economics and 4-H exhibits,
A gospel singing is also planned
hay testing, Dusty Spurs 4-H horse
that night beginning at 7:30 at the
show, a 4-H youth pet show, 4-H
Pole Barn. Groups and individuals
youth dog agility and obedience triwishing to participate should be at the
als, lawn mower driving contest and
Pole Barn by 7 p.m. For additional
tractor driving contest, poultry judginformation contact Ginny Harper at
ing and exhibition, Skill-A-Thon and
753-1452.
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An appearance by the Kentucky
State Fair Bears is also planned for
Wednesday evening.
A demolition derby will be held
Saturday. June 23, at the main arena
beginning at 7 p.m. Admission is $5.
For more information contact Derek
Chandler at 293-9437.
A flat track motorcycle race will be
held Thursday. June 21, beginning at
6 p.m. at the Main Arena. Admission
is $5. There will be a special live performance by entertainer DeWayne
Spaw. Also, the Murray SuperCross
will be held Friday, June 22, beginning at 6 p.m. at the motorcycle track
at the back of the fairgrounds.
Admission is $5.
For more information contact Mike
Garrison at 759-4682.
Midway events will again be provided by Belle City Amusements.
According to the fair's Web site,
numerous activities are planned for
the 2007 festivities. Scheduling,
prices and some entry fees may apply
and are subject to change.
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Region to
be part of
disaster
drill event
By TOM BERRY
Staff Writer
Murray and Calloway County will participa!e
in a 15-state, national crisis-response drill next
week designed to prepare local, state and federal
emergency response personnel in dealing with ia
earthquake or major oil or hazardous materials
contamination in the New Madrid Seismic Zone.:
Calloway County Emergency Management
Director Jeff Steen said Wednesday that the citycounty emergency response system will be tested
during the national SONS (Spill Of National
Significance) 2007 event that will take place
Tuesday through Thursday across western
Kentucky. The drill will also take place in communities along the Mississippi River valley from New
Orleans to Minnesota.
Steen said county officials will set up a local
emergency crisis response center in the Industry
and Technology Building at Murray State'
University Tuesday from 8 a.m. through noon
where they will be subject to drills. simulating a
major earthquake or hazardous materials spill by
the Kentucky Emergency Response Commission.
"Our emphasis here in western Kentucky will
be on Day One, which is on June 19," Steen said.
"What we'll be doing is setting up an emergency
operations center representing the county-city area
and the Homeland Security people will send in an.
evaluator.
"It will be a scenario-driven exercise. They will.
give us an event and then we'll have to see what!.
resources we have and what we would need hi
handle those events."
About the same type of area command post will
be set up in other counties in western Kentucky.
State and federal officials will set up regional command and control centers in Paducah and the
Graves County Health Department in Mayfield.
Calloway County is included in the state's
Emergency Management Area One that also
includes Fulton, Hickman, Carlisle, Ballard,
McCracken, Graves and Marshall counties.
Steen said one of the major purposes of the drill
is determining what resources are available and
what will be required in the event of an emergency
situation over a wide area.
"I suspect what will happen is that they are
going to ask us to give them data about what kind
of damage we have and what kind of resources we
need," he said.
The following day, Steen said it is expected that
emergency operations centers will be set up in
unaffected areas where communications, transportation infrastructure and other vital recovery
elements will remain intact. Those staffing the

III See Page 8A

County school personnel study mock emergencies
By GREG TRAVIS
Staff Writer
The
Calloway
County
School System held a tabletop
training session this week to
allow employees at various levels to study mock emergency
response situations. Leading the
workshop
was
Marshall
Johnson, a vice president and
consultant with Marsh USA,
Inc. Marsh is an emergency
management specialty firm that
works with an assortment of
entities across the nation, and
Johnson is a 30-year veteran of
law enforcement.
David Dowdy. public information officer
with
the
Calloway County Schools, said
the workshop was designed to
provide employees with valuable information about emergency situations.
'This will help us to develop
a new plan for the entire school
district," he said. -The exercise
presents various emergency sce-
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narios and it allows participants
an opportunity to develop ideas
for responding to, and handling,
those situations."
Dowdy said city and county
law enforcement officials, as
well as other emergency
response personnel from the
community, attended the sei:'
sions. Also attending were
school district administrators,
principals, teachers, nurses,
maintenance personnel and others.
He said this week's session
centered around a school intruder, but other available training
scenarios also included topics
such as earthquakes, tornadoes
and chemicals.
The program was presented
through the assistance of a
Homeland Security grant in
conjunction with the West
Kentucky
Educational
Cooperative.
According to workshop
material used during the ses-

GREG TRAVIS/Ledger & Times
Marshall Johnson (standing), a vice president and consultant with Marsh USA, Inc., leads a
tabletop training exercise this week at Calloway County Middle School. The program was
designed to allow school district employees at various levels to study emergency response situations.
sion, "Schools play a unique care of our children, school per- to respond appropriately in an
role in emergency management. sonnel have the moral obligaCharged with the safety and tion to ensure that they are able II See Page 2A
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BBBS Campus-Community Buddy
Campaign passes $25,000 goal
BY TOM BERRY
Staff Writer
Volunteers involved in this
year's
annual
CampusCommunity Buddy Campaign
for Big Brothers Big Sisters are
celebrating
They're cekbrating the collection of a record $25,420 that
will be used to continue BBBS'
school and community-based
mentoring programs for another
year — topping the targeted
$25.(XX) figure.
Campaign Co-chairnian Dr.
Roger Weis said the MurrayC'alloway County community
and students at Murray State
University are to be commended
for their help in supporting the
fundraising drive.
"BBBS would like to thank
Our chairs. team captains and the
many, many individuals and
organizations who contributed
to this year's campaign." he said.
year's effort was spearheaded by Sally Hopkins. of
Regions Bank, and Dr. Gary
Brockway. of Murray State
University, who served AS honorary chairs. Campaign co-

k:haus odic' awn ‘.1eis include

Dottie
Kraemer,
Robert
Billington. Jr and Dr. Neil
Weber who also served as
fundraising team captains.
Other tram captains include
Gina Winchester, Sid Easley,
Stuart Alexander, Bill Adams.
Richard Smith, Jay Morgan,
Steve Hoskins, Betty Blodgett.
Lisa Clinton, Nancy Mieure:
Robin Tattler, Dick Weaver,
Bob Rogers, Trice Sargent.
Jeanne Carroll, John Crofton,
Brooke
Fugate.
Judy
Brookhiser. David Balthrop,
Glynn Mangold and Billy
Kennedy.
Several teams have been honored for their effort. The BBBS
Gold Award goes to Kraemer
and Weis' teams. the Silver
Award go to Weber's team, the
Bronze Award goes to Weaver's
team and the Spirit Award, given
to those that raise more than
SLOW goes to learn% headed by
Winchester. Crofton, Fugate
and Alexander.
Big Brothers Big Sisters of

From Front
emergency situation."
Johnson esplamed train the
data that there are differences
between crisis intersentinn and
emergency planning. Crisis
inters mum is reactive in nature

The
Calloway
C'ounty
Judicial Center on North Fourth
Street will be closed between the and emergency planning is prohours of 12:30 and 3 pm. Friday active. he said It was explained
to allow C'allow ay Count) that "good planning. which
Sheriff's Department. Circuit includes training and exercisCourt and District Court person- ing. will help schools prevent
emergencies from becoming
nel to attend a funeral.
Circuit Court Clerk Linda
Johnson spoke to the class
Avery said Wednesday that the
building must he shut down to extensively about the imporallow personnel to attend the tance of being prepared and takfuneral of Tommy Walker, a for- ing preventive Measures to
mer sheriff 's deputy and court address possible situations that
security officer The courthouse might arise on school properwill remain open through noon ties
He stressed the fact that
and alter 3 pm. for business as
site officials should work
usual
together in learning information
on how to deal with threats and
ewe? ern,. les they should also

Town rier

NOTICE
• The Calloway County
Board of Education is set to
meet today at 6 p m at the
board White on College Farm
Road flawing employees
will be recognized at the
meeting
•
The
Murray City
Council will meet in session
today at 630 pm at City
Hall Agenda items include
the second reading of the
city budget and presentation
of the tourism commission
2007-08 budget
•A meeting of the Murray
Independent
Board
of
Education has been scheduled for 7 p m at the Carter
Administration Building On
the agenda for the meeting
is the proposed sale of land
adjacent to Murray High
School selection of a board
attorney planned construction work at MHS a teacherstaff hiring update and an
update on the number of
registered students
• The Weaks Center
Board will meet in session
Friday at noon The appointment of a new treasurer and
executive session for possible acquisition of property
are on the agenda
• The Murray Calloway
County Park Board will meet
Monday at 6 p m in the
chamber of commerce con•
terrines room
•To report a Town Crier
item call 753-1916

air
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Trailer theft information sought

III Mock emergencies ...
Judicial center
to close for
funeral Friday

ksi

part at the
national BBBS organization.
BBBS'purpose is to provide
adult mentors to youngsters
through A referral process Of parent enrollment. There are more
than 2.000 children in Murray
and Calloway County that qualify tor the program.
BBBS sponsors both school
and community-based mentoring programs in support of
youth development. Studies
indicate that 52 percent of
youngsters that have mentors
are less likely to skip school and
46 percent are less likely to
begin using illegal drugs.
Participating youth are more
likely to get along with their
families and peers and Are generally happier and more successful in life
Anyone wanting more inforTOM BERRY/Ledger 8 Times
mation about Big Brothers Big Pat Mullins, co-owner of T.P D. Trailer Sales on U.S. 641 North, poses with a trailer similar to
Sisters of Calloway County, or one stolen from the business early last week. The Calloway County Sheriff's Department is
to volunteer as a mentor, are seeking information
from the public concerning the theft.
asked to call Director Suzy
Crook at 759-2227.
Calloway County

frequently review that material
so they won't forget valuable
keys to success.
Johnson told the group that
the level of the emergency
would help officials determine
the level of response necessary
for addressing any situation. He
said school districts should
identify and assign the rples of
key emergency response positions and develop a plan to
guide them as needed. He said
every incident needed only one
person in charge, and communication was vital to everyone
involved at all levels. Johnson
said nil one should report to
mole than one individual, and a
clear chain of command eliminated confusion.
He also explained the establishment of incident commanders, a command staff, staging
areas and transfer of control
once an emergency shifts directions.

CHIN UP!

Photo provided
The cast of Playhouse in the Park's 2007 Summer Theatre
Camp prepares for their run of -Schoolhouse Rock Live' Jr"
whoch opens tonight at 7 For ticket onformation contact the
Chamber of Commerce

Staff Report
The
Callow ay
County
Sheriff's Department is seeking
information from the public
concerning the theft of a trailer
from T.P.D. Trailer Sales on
U.S. 641 North early last week.
The metal-frame trailer was
stolen kictween 5:02 - 5:14 A.M.
on June 4, apparently by a man
driving a small dark-colored

truck. The suspect entered the Mullins, the owner of the busibusiness' parking lot, cut a secu- ness. It is similar in construe
rity cable and hooked the trailer lion to the one shown in the
— valued at about $850 — to photo above. The trailer bears
his truck and drove away,
the
number
serial
according to video tape record13611 2AA47A002048.
ed at the scene.
Anyone with any informaThe trailer is a black, 6 footconcerning the theft is
tion
by-12 foot wooden-bedded
2007 Jackson-brand trailer with asked to contact the sheriff's
two wheels and a 2.5 foot gate department at 753-3151 or
and belongs to Patricia A. Crime Stoppers at 753-9500.

Griffo wins Staff Congress office
By TOMMY DILLARD
Staff Writer
Murray State University
Staff Congress elected one new
officer and sent two others back
for a second term in Wednesday
afternoon's meeting.
Terry Burgess, Assistant
Director of Housing and
Residence Life, ran unopposed
and was re-elected as president.
Kim Grillo was elected vice
president. defeating Debbie
Mummer. 11 votes to 6. and
Marion Hale ran unopposed and
was re-elected as treasurer.
Griffo is coordinator for
Advancement Services and
Development. while Plummer is
a secretary in the Department of
Biological Sciences. Hale is,
secretary in the Journalism and
Mass
Communications
Department.
Burgess said Staff Congress
is going to be busy in the coming year as they work to better
represent the entire staff of the
University and change the
image of Stall C'ongress.
"We're on a heavy agenda to
try to revive the organization to
make a difference for our staff
members." he said. "We're hoping in the long run that our staff
will see Staff('ongress as being
not only a governing board but
an action board."
One of the main tasks Staff
Congress will take on this year
is reviewing its constitution and
bylaws and making appropriate
revisions The board unanimously approved the revamped
constitution on first reading at
Wednesdays meeting
-The constitution and bylaws
haven't been updated in several
years." Burgess said. -There are
constriction ISSUeN we've found
with them that if we could
change would help us improve
our position on issues we feel
we have to deal with "
Burgess presented a schedule
of tasks the board needs to
accomplish in regards to the
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TOMMY DILLARD/Ledger 8 Times

Newly elected Staff Congress officers are, from left, Marion
Hale , re-elected for a second term as treasurer; Terry::
Burgess. re-elected for a second term as president; and Kim-::
GO°, elected for her first term as yicr president,
constitution and bylaws over the
year.
In other business:
Jerry
0'Bryan
of
Transportation Services introduced a parking and transportation survey that the University
plans to pitch to students, faculty. staff and community members this fall. The survey
attempts to gauge public opinion on two key issues — the
construction of a parking garage
on campus and the implemefitanon of a fixed-route system that
would provide shuttle service
on and around campus.
The survey is still in draft
form. said Becky Watts, deputy
to the president. and will he
piloted to students this SUMMer.
After feedback is received, the
survey will be tweaked appropriately before being distributed
across campus and town.
- Staff Congress decided not
to endorse a smoke-free policy
resolution presented by Faculty
Senate, hut instead determined
to tweak the faculty's policy and
present their own to MM.'
President Rand!, Dunn
The item in question was a
request by the policy that smok-

ing be prohibited a minimum of:E.
25 feet outside any enclosed:
University structure. Some Staff
Congress members expressed
concern that this specification
would make smoking between
classes or on breaks from work •
too inconvenient in areas where
buildings are built close together.
"I have a 15-minute break: is
it going to take me 10 minutes
to get to the smoking area?" said
Cathy Bazar. accounts control
clerk in the College of Science.
Engineering and Technology. "I
don't have a problem with no
smoking in doorways and
breezeways but if I'm going to
have to walk acmss campus to
smoke. I have a problem with
that."
The board formed a committee to "change verbage" and
draft their own proposed policy.
Serving on the committee will
be Bazar. Plummer and Rhonda
Rogers. secretary in the
Engineering
and
Physics
Department.
Staff Congress next meets
July II at 1:30 p.m. in the Curris
Center Mississippi Room.
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•Police chief ...

KestictiOnBrief
U.S. Rep. Ben Chandler introduces
air-safety legislation
Lit near Lolli-

From Front

loved by the people he was putting in jail," said Garland Lacy,
number
the
by
ALunied
WASHING ION (AP)
a court bailiff and chaplain for
sions in the nation's skies last year, U.S. Rep. Ben Chandler introthe sheriff's department.
duced a bill on Wednesday aimed at taking a closer look at the
He said he recently bought a
Federal Aviation Administration's airport safety programs.
fishing boat with his brother,
The bill, called the FAA Aviation Safety Research Assessment
and had discussed with him that
Act of 2007, would require a one-time independent assessment of
he should consider retiring from
the FAA's safety-related research programs.
year's
e police work so he
last
said
full-tim
District,
6th
y's
ts
Kentuck
r,
represen
who
Chandle
more leisure time.
improve
have
to
could
is
it
vital
how
crash of Comair Flight 5191 only proved
Garland Lacy said he has
safety measures. The plane crashed shortly after takeoff at
conducted several baptism cereLexington's Blue Grass Airport last August, killing 49 of 50 people
monies for prisoners at the jail,
on board.
safety
that his brother played guid
and
improve
that
clear
it
made
year
last
crash
'The Comair
those ceremonies.
needed
during
ely
tar
desperat
are
pilots
and
measures for air traffic controllers
Adams said Lacy was so friendthroughout the United States," Chandler said.
ly to suspects, that he would
The FAA reported 31 "close calls" last year in the nation's airsometimes stop and buy them
ports and skies. Chandler called the number "unacceptable" in light
snacks or cigarettes before takcrash.
Comair
the
g
events
the
followin
of
are
s
measure
ing them to jail.
safety
proper
that
"We must do all we can to ensure
s
Barnett has a long criminal
implemented as soon as possible so we can prevent similar tragedie
according to records
history,
said.
r
Chandle
from happening again."
from the Powell County Circuit
Court Clerk's office.
He was charged with assaulting a police officer in 1994,
according to court records. In
MORGANF1ELD, Ky. ( AP) — When they were told to get off
April, he was charged with driva
for
room
make
to
their western Kentucky farmland in 1941
under the influence, leaving
ing
were
sprawling World War II training camp, hundreds of families
given as little as two weeks to get everything out.
nt
Over the years, they say, they were cheated out of an agreeme
governa
in
stake
a
denied
and
war
the
after
to buy back their land
ment windfall: the discovery of massive deposits of gas and oil.
Now, those same familieS and their heirs are battling the U.S.
government for what they say is their fair share of more than $30
raised
million in profits. A judge's preliminary ruling in their favor
medifamed
a
even
but
ago,
years
two
nt
the prospect of a settleme
— was
ator — former Supreme Court Justice Sandra Day O'Connor
unable to resolve the conflict.
"They don't get around to paying you quickly when they owe
you money," said 83-year-old William Griggs, who had just graduated from high school in May 1942, when his grandfather and other
small famers were told to move off their land.
"Everybody was disappointed," he said. "But we were patriotic."
Interviews with residents, historical documents and court records
last
tell the story behind what attorneys say may be the nation's
farmof
expanse
huge
a
II,
War
World
from
remaining land dispute
land that became Camp Breckinridge.

Kentucky families await payment
in WWII dispute

•

the scene of an
accident and
disorderly concourt
duct,
records said.
The April 9
drunken driving arrest was
second
his
DUI offense,
according to
Barnett
the records.
Cread Holland, president of a
local chapter of a center that
refers people who abuse drugs
or alcohol, said the epidemic in
eastern Kentucky is particularly
bad in Clay City. He said more
than 70 percent of 9- and 10year-olds answered in a survey
that they live in a house where
drugs and alcohol are common.
-It is probably as bad here as
anywhere," Holland said.
The Clay City Community
Center, home of the mayor's
office, was closed following the
shooting. Flowers were placed
on the door of the community
center and at the police station
across the street.
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Investigators look into the back seat of the police vehicle
death
to
shot
was
Lacy
where Clay City Police Chief Randy
on Main Street in Clay City, Ky., on Wednesday.
It was at least the second convicted of the killings and is
fatal shooting involving law currently on Kentucky's death
enforcement officers in Powell row.
Gov. Ernie Fletcher directed
County, a rural county in the
flags at all state office
that
ia.
Appalach
of
foothills
Sheriff Steve Bennett and buildings remain at half-staff in
on
deputy Arthur Briscoe were honor of Lacy until sunset
funeral.
his
of
day
the
arrest
to
killed while trying
Ralph Bare in 1992. Baze was

Officials: Fire
that killed 5 at
motel was arson

RIVERDALE, Ga. (AP) —
The motel fire that killed five
people huddled in a bathroom
and injured six more was
caused by arson, officials said.
"Everyone is 100 percent
certain that this is definitely
arson," Georgia Insurance and
Safety Fire Commission John
Oxendine said Wednesday.
"This was a heinous crime."
Fire investigators came to
that conclusion less than a week
after the June 7 fire that
destroyed the 44-unit Budget
Inn in Riverdale, a suburb south
of Atlanta.
"We are not going to let this
lightly." Riverdale -Fire
go
her
for
y
immunit
given
MAYSVILLE, Ky.(AP) — A woman
Billy Hayes said. "We do
Chief
the
testimony in the murder of a 3-year-old boy was released from
victims. I don't want
five
have
Jack
Mason County Detention Center on bond. Deputy Jailer
us to lose scope of that. We had
.
Hickerson said Amy Baker. 25, was released this morning
firefighters that were injured
Baker pleaded not guilty Monday to a charge of tampering with
fighting an intentionally set
blaze. I take that personally."
physical evidence in the death of Marcus Fiesel of Batavia, Ohio.
Killed in the blaze were:
Baker was being held on $50,000 bond and Judge W. Todd
to
Shakita Jones, 32; her children,
Walton II had ruled that Baker had to post 10 percent of the bond
GREG TRAVIS/Ledger & Times
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Carroll and David MIMI, Junior, left him bound
Sunny skies and warm temperatures are expected to
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Woman who was witness in murder
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52nd Anniversary Sale
June 13 through June 23

REGISTER TO WIN
WHIRLPOOL TUB &
OTHER DOOR PRIZES

10% Off Storewide

Excludes some items See store for details
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Garden Hose
5/8" x 50'
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SKU #8185167
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$19"

1 Door Chime
Intercom Radio a 6-CD Ploy. 12 Spoakoft
SKU 41A4C602/MCD6 Rog
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SKU #6102040
Reg $32.99

5 Drawer Tool
Cabinet With Chest
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Floor Fan
12"

Wrench Set
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13 Pc High Spood Stool
SKU #25840
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Bistro Set
Cambridge Bistro Set
SKU 18186405
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Copper Kettle
Classical Fountain
w/Planter
SKU 07163777
Reg $84.99

SKU #31978

'2999

SALE

SKU 07163793
Reg $10299
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Great Buy
1 Only
SKU 045000N024

Whiskey Barrel
Classical Fountain

$C200

96" Fluorescent Strip Light
2 Tube

SALE
Reg $35 99 S_LE

SALE

Low Profile Wraparound
Light - 48" 2 Tube
SKU #3204794
Reg S5399

Reg. $69.99
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Savoy Toilet

'29"

29 Osc(Noting • SKU *6126163
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SKU #2022NI
Reg $87 99
$6500

"Reel Easy"
Hose Reel Cart
SKU 07039001
Reg $53 99

Lakewood Tower Fan
Reg $28 99

1.595

Reg $1 795 00 SALE

SKU aS5107-51
Reg $7999
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Duplicate
Keys

Your Choice of
European Bronze.
White, Oiled Bronze or
Brushed Nickel
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FREE REFRESHMENTS
DAILY!

3-Head
Postlight
SKU itC41P3CRU
Reg $21900
SALE

$152"

Father's Day Gift
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Case Knives
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Sales good while supplies last

"Serving You
Since 1955 With
Duality Products
And Service
You Deserve -

TilLIRRAY.
ANY
SUPPLY COMP
ionals I n
Profess
Your Hardware Electrical and Plumbing

• 270-753-3361
200-206 E. Main • Murray, KY
murraysupply.net
www.
•
Hrs: M-F 7- 5 p.m. Sat. 7-4 p.m.

Voted Calloway County's
Favorite Hardware Store
3 Years In A Row
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Portstewiut, Northern Ireland - There arc two ways to
destroy a nation One is from without by an invading military force. The other is from within when the people of the
nation no longer embrace and promote the history, language
and culture that brought it to prominence and power. Britain
ha% chosen the second option, which is national suicide.
In addition to its indefensible immigration policy, which is
rapidly diluting British culture, the nation's public schools are
giving up classical teaching in history, science and English
literature in favor of trendy things to make
the subject matter more 'popular." It isn't
working. Students increasingly find the new
curriculum as unpalatable as school lunch-

WHo

IYen
o

CS.

According to the British think tank. Civitas. no major subject area has escaped the
blight of political interference. The Civitas
report is called "The Corruption of the
Cumculum.' It says history classes teach
from speeches by Osama bin Laden and
Cal's
what Arab media say about Sept. II with
Thoughts no balancing material from American
By Cal Thomas sources. 'History has become so divorced
from facts and chronology that pupils
Syndicated
might learn the new 'skills and perspecColumnist
tives' through a work of fiction, such as
land of the Rings,- says the report.
Science classes are dominated by debates over abortion,
teaching about genetic engineering and the use of nuclear
power. rather than emphasizing laboratory work. In English,
the pursuit of gender and racial equality has led an exam
board to produce a last of modern poems from everywhere
hut England and Wales, where many of the greatest writers
were horn. The English literature exam features 32 cornett'
poor,: poems and only 16 poems written pnor to 1914.
Exam candidates must choose two about which to write.
being careful to select one from each gender (what no
or transgender wnters?)
The ("i‘itas report says, "The traditional subject areas
have been hijacked to promote fashionable causes . teachers
are espec led M help to achieve the government's social goals
instead of imparting a body of academic knowledge to their
students "
/he Aii/i bleioopir reports on another study which
show s that attempts to make science more popular with the
culturally trendy has had the opposite effect, 'with pupils
less interested in the subject and less keen to pursue it .
than they were under the pre% ious. more fact-based lessons.'
Private schools continue to teach the old subjects in the
traditional manner and that is why what Some are calling
'educational Apartheid is becoming more (shying), and a
114114/1 Cork CM The study of science classes cone lucks that
future scientists will he even more likely to conic trom
these independent. or private schools, because the public
school courses will leave state school students ill-equipped
for further stud)
A nation that lat. ks sufficient confidence to teach the next
generation its own history, culture and even science is a
nation that is unlikely to mobilize the national will to resist
an invading elleill
My own theory is that prosperity has a lot M do with
this lettisoning of the past When a nation focuses on prof•
its. instead of prophet., and sexual pleasure instead of fidelity and sinue. it dooms itself to eventual extinction
Such attitudes also appear to he taking hold in the United
States Recently. I met a young woman who had recently
graduated from an expensive Aniencan college She told me
her MAW( was English literature with a minor an American
literature As an English major. myself. I inquired how she
enjoyed study mg John Milton. Edmund Spenser and my
favorite Romantic poets: Byron. Shelley and Keats. She had
not wad them Turning to American literature, I asked her
how she liked Hemingway. 1.aulkner. /Tannery O'Connor and
John Stembeck She hadn't read them either Which authors
had she react' 'We studied a lilt
MrIterS like Maya
shc replied
British public :chools are failing the next generation
.in skhOl11% May not he tar behind
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New laws to take affect this month
New laws approved during
the General Assembly's 2007
Legislative Session will go
into effect
on June
26. The
Kentucky
a Constitution states
that legislation
approved
by the
General
Assembly
Legislative goes into
effect as
Update
By Rep Melvin state law
90 days
Henley
after a
R-Murray
legislative
session
ends, unless a bill specifies
a different effective date or
contains an emergency
clause
Over the course of this
year's 30-day Legislative
Session, 8(X) bills were considered. In the end 120
pieces of legislation were
approved by both chambers
and sent to the Governor for
his signature into law.
High School Athletics:
House Bill 380 allows students who turn 19 years of
age before August I to continue participating in high
school athletics under certain
guidelines
Student Driver's License
or Permit: House Bill .12
Allows schools to link dn.mg pnvileges to good
grades. Under this bill, students under the age of 18
are required to seek parental
consent for the release of
school records when applying
for an intermediate permit.
instructional permit. or operator'. license
Cotton Contamination:
House Bill 192 establishes
programs to eradtcate boll
weevils.

Military BuriaLs: House
Bill 280 directs the Kentucky.
Department of Veterans'
Affairt to distribute a fact
sheet concerning military
burial rights to funeral directors once notified of a veteran's death. This bill also
classifies disorderly conduct
at military funerals as a
crime of the first degree.
Timing of Physical
Examinations: House Bill
378 requires physical examinations to be performed no
more than 30 days before
admission to an acute care
or psychiatric hospital. This
amends the previous time
requirement of seven days.
Deceptive Business Practices: House Bill 246 prohibits misrepresentation of
geographic locations of floral
businesses in telephone directories and other directory
assistance databases. Violators will face a penalty of
$2,500 per offense and prosecution by the Attorney General or the appropriate Commonwealths Attorney.
Vehicle Insurance: Senate Bill 68 closes an insurance loophole and mandates
that both motor vehicle owners and drivers can be prosecuted for driving without
automobile insurance.
Prescription Drugs: Senate Bill 88 is a response to
Internet pharmacies that send
patients prescription drugs
without An in-person medical
exam This legislation will
mandate a physical examination, as well as a medical
history inquiry, before a prescription is given to a
patient
Speed Limit: Senate Bill
13 increases the speed limit
on mist rural interstate highways and parkways from 65
to 70 m p.h This increase
will not take effect until the

Transportation Cabinet has
conducted studies determining
where the higher speed limits
will be safe.
Assistance Dogs: Senate
Bill 23 prohibits veterinarians
from denying emergency
medical treatment to an
assistance dog due to the
handler's inability to pay
prior to treatment.
Jury Duty: Senate Bill
1 I 1 excuses all breastfeeding
mothers or those who
express breastmilk from jury
duty. This exemption ends
when the child reaches an
age when they no longer
need to be breastfed.
Special License Mates:
House Bill 390 eliminates
the fee for special Gold Star
Mothers license plates, which
are available to any mother
who has lost a child while
serving in the military.
Methamphetamine Lab
Cleanup: House Bill 94
establishes standards and procedures for cleaning former
methamphetamine production
sites and would adopt administrative regulations that
would enable the availability
of federal dollars to aid in
the decontamination process.
School Bus Safety:
House Bill 230 prohibits
school bus drivers from
using a cell phone when
transporting students. Drivers would be exempt from
this law if their bus is not
equipped with a two-way
radio or during an emergency.
Sex Offender Registry:
Senate Bill 65 requires convicted sex offenders to
include all e-mail addresses,
instant message identities,
chat names and other forms
of Internet communication
identities in the list of registrant information on the
state', sex offender registry.

Veterans' Families:
House Bill 128 expands educational benefits to cover
public higher education or
vocational tuition for a child
under the age of 24 of a '
veteran who is permanently
and totally disabled or
deceased.
Human Trafficking:
Senate Bill 43 defines humantrafficking as a felony
offense punishable by five to:
10 years in prison, or 10 to
20 years if the victim was
seriously injured in the
process. Those who traffic a
minor would face twenty
years to life in prison if the
child is harmed during the
trafficking offense.
Minimum Wage: House
Bill 305 increases the current
minimum wage from $5.15
an hour to $5.85. In July of 2008 it will increase to
$6.55 an hour, and in July
2009 the minimum wage will
be $7.25 an hour. If the
federal minimum wage,
which is now under consideration by the federal government, is increased more
than Kentucky's minimum
wage, the law allows our
state to match the federal
amount.
As we begin our work
through monthly legislative
committee hearings in preparation for the 2008 Legislative Session, or perhaps a
special session (rumored to
begin Jul .5). please do not
hesitate to contact me should
you have any questions or
concerns.
I can be reached
at home anytime, or you can
call the toll-free message line
at 1-800-372-7181. Those
with hearing impairments
•
may leave messages for me
by calling the TTY message
Line at 1-800-896-0305. If
you have internet access, you.
may e-mail me at
Melvin@melvinhenley.com

Celebrating, honoring U.S. Army
Thc UM(Cti States Army stands as
covenng the period from October 2005
the pride of this country and the envy
through September 21E6—the Army
of the world. This month marks its
exceeded liS retention goals for every
'12nd birthday.
rank of soldier and every specialty of
On June 14. 1775.
service. The Army Reserve and Nationan all-volunteer force
al Guard also surpassed then targeted
of colonialists handed
goals
together to battle the
While recruitment and retention
tyranny of a king
enables the U.S. Arm) to fight harder.
across the sea and to
transforming how the Army works helps
secure a democratic
fight smarter as well. Over the past
e....rm
republic Today, an
five years. while fighting the War on
all volunteer force
ic r. the Army has reformed how solfights in Iraq.
diers are organized so they can he
Afghanistan and
deployed faster and more efficiently.
Guest Voice around the world to
One way to do this has been the
By U S Sen
protect our freedoms
development of the Brigade C'ombat
Mitch
and security here at
Team System. or B('T During the ('old
McConnell
home
War, %indicts were massed into diviR-Ky
In between, the
mons containing thousands of soldiers
men and women of
New B(1-, are quite different A BC1
the U S Army fought
is a smaller fighting force. containing
throughout Asia. Europe. the Middle
soldiers trained in all kinds of combat
East and on our own soil Whenever
and support specialties With 13(.1"s. the
their country has called them, they
Army can enter combat faster and
have responded. Now, after the most
adjust to changing circumstances on the
devastating snack ever on American
battlefield more quickly
soil has plunged us into a War on TerBy 2010. Fort Knox will become
ror. the Army yet again answered the
home to one of thew 13(1"s when it
call, with bravery and dedication
wekomes a BCT for the First Infantry
As Amencans continue to volunteer
Division. We already have several BCTs
to wear their country 's uniform, more
based in Fort Campbell This transforseasoned soldiers who already know
mation of how we fight marts a signifcombat are electing to stay in the
icant and important leap forward for
-1rmy as well For fiscal year 2006the Army, and allows it to contribute

more to our nation's defense as we
face a new variety of threats in the
21st Century.
For 232 years. brave men and
women of honor have joined the U.S.
Army and fought underneath our flag
for freedom. Nearly all Kentuckians
know someone --- a friend, relative or
neighbor — who has served or is now
weanng the uniform on active duty, the
National Guard or the Reserves.
Throughout history. Kentucky soldiers, including dozens since September II,
2(X)), have made the ultimate sacrifice
by giving their lives in battle.
For them, and for all the Americans
who one day will put on the uniform.
we must do everything we can to
ensure our soldiers have what they
need.
An Army soldier's life demands total
dedication and discipline, as expressed
in what the Army calls its warrior
ethos: "I will always place the mission :first. I will never accept defeat. I will
never quit. And I will never leave a
fallen comrade."
The rest of us can and should be
Just as dedicated to helping them win -:
their fight.
Sen. McConnell is the Senate Republican Leader and firth the second Kentuckian to lead his porn' in the U.S.
:Senate

be
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Obituaries
Mrs. Merl Baker
Mrs. Mer1 Baker, 100, Murray, died Wednesday, June

Ronald Robinson
13, 2001,

at 9 p.m. at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
A homemaker, she was a member of South Pleasant
Grove
United Methodist Church.
Preceding her in death were her husband, James Buren Baker;
two daughters. Freda Gay Armstrong and Milta Malec
Burchfield;
and one sister. Connie Wilson. Born July I, 1906,
in Calloway
County, she was the daughter of the late Albert Paschall
and Cordie
Blanche Sims Paschall.
Survivors include three grandchildren, Mrs. Frances Spillman
and husband, Gene, and James Henry Armstrong, all of
Murray, and
Mrs. Bonnie Lee Evans and husband, Ben, Columbus,
Ohio; three
great-grandchildren; one stepgreat-grandchild; five great-greatgtandchildren. J.H. Churchill Funeral Home is in charge of arrangenents

Mrs. Jean Pat Rogers
Mrs. Jean Pat Rogers, 69, Ky. 121 North, Farmington,
died
Wednesday. June 13, 2007, at 11:57 p.m. at Western
Baptist
Hospital, Paducah.
Survivors include her husband, Lee Rogers. Blalock-Coleman
&
York Funeral Home is in charge of arrangements. Online
condolences may be sent to www.yorkfuneralhome.com.

Mrs. Linda Faye Prom
Mrs. Linda Faye Prem, 58, Dickinson, Texas, formerly
of
Murray, Ky., died Wednesday, June 13, 2007.
Born Feb. 5, 1949, in Murray, she was the daughter of the late
Elmer and Emma Sholar. One brother, Edwin Sholar, also preceded
her in death.
Survivors include her husband, Bernie Prem; one daughter, Mrs.
Kristin Rhea Carey and husband, Jon, Denton, Texas. Visitation will
he from 5 to 9 p.m. Friday at Crowder Funeral Home, Dickinson.

Thomas Lee (Tommy) Walker

II

Id.
ed
an
ne

The funeral for Thomas Lee(Tommy)Walker will be Friday at 2
p.m. at Hardin Baptist Church with Bro. Ricky Cunningham and Dr.
Greg Earwood officiating.
Pallbearers will be Bruce Wade, Sheriff Bill
Marcum, Dr. Brian Swain, Brian Foley, Gary
Haverstock, Dr. Richard Crouch, Chuck Betts and
Brett Cox, active; Ky. Funeral Directors
Association Members., Life House Board
Members and Calloway County Sheriff's
Department, honorary. Burial will follow in the
McDaniel Cemetery.
Visitation will be after 5 p.m. today (Thursday)
at Churchill-Imes Family Funeral Home and from
Walker
10 a.m. to 2 p.m. Friday at the church.
Expressions of sympathy may be made to Life
House of Murray or Hardin Baptist Church Building Fund.
Mr. Walker, 58, Independence Church Road, Dexter, died
Wednesday, June 13. 2007, at 12:13 a.m. at his home.
Employed in the office of Calloway County Sheriff Bill Marcum,
he was a former funeral director at Imes-Miller and Churchill-Imes
Family Funeral Homes and a previous owner of J.H. Churchill
Funeral Home. He served as coroner for Calloway County from
1976-1988. He was a former president of Funeral Directors
Association of Keaucky.
A former commetcial pilot, he was a board member for MurrayCalloway County Airport for many years. He was a former chicken
farmer and had served as chairman of the Life House Board of
Directors. A member of Hardin Baplist Church, he had served as a
Sunday school teacher. He was a former member and deacon of
First Baptist Church and Grace Baptist Church and a former member of Murray Rotary Club.
He was born April 25, 1949. in Selmer, Tenn. Preceding him in
death were his father, Thomas Owen Walker, one sister, Lynne
Jennings, and grandparents, Ronald and Rebecca Churchill.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Marilyn Wilson Walker, to
whom he was married March 23.1969; one son, Jamie Walker and
wife. Lynn. Murray; two daughters, Mrs. Traci Corbin and husband,
Capt. Michael, Springfield. Va., and Ms. Leigh Rains, Dexter; five
grandsons. Brandon. Aaron and Ethan Corbin. Springfield, and
Colton and Jesse Rains, Dexter; his mother, Mrs. Minnie Lee
Churchill Walker, Franklin. Tenn.; one brother, Ronnie Walker and
wife, Carol, Nashville, Tenn.; one sister, Mrs. Martha Anne Page,
Brentwood, Tenn.; mother-in-law. Mrs. Evelyn Wilson Chilcutt.
Murray; two brothers-in-law. Bill David Wilson and wife. Leslie
Furches, Hazel, and Greg Wilson, Dallas, Texas; several nieces and
nephews.

the funeral lot Ronald Robinson will be Friday at 5 p.m. at
Hazel Church a Christ where he was a member. Wayne T. Hall will
officiate.
Pallbearers will be Jerry Taylor. Butch Camper,
Steve Chilcitt, Barry Trussell, Hughes Bennett and
Gerald Ray. Burial will follow in the Hazel
Cemetery.
Visitation will be at the church from noon until
the funeral hour on Friday. Miller Funeral Home of
Hazel is in charge of arrangements.
Mr. Robinson, 62, Hazel, died Tuesday, June
12, 2007, at 8:15 p.m. at his home.
Preceding him in death were one daughter,
Robinson
Tema Robinson, and one brother, James Andrew
Robinson. Born July 6, 1944, he was the son of the late James
Clifton Robinson and Elaine Osborn Robinson.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Veda Lassiter Robinson; two
sons, Anthony Robinson and Scott Robinson and wife, Shannon, all
of Hazel; two brothers, Jerrell Robinson, Smyrna, Tenn., and Bill
Robinson and wife, Frieda, Puryear, Tenn.; one sister, Mrs. Jane
Curd and husband, Russell. Puryear; five grandchildren; one greatgrandchild.

1.C. Collins
The funeral for J.C. Collins will be Saturday at 3 p.m. in the
chapel of McEvoy Funeral Home, Paris, Tenn. Gary S. Collier will
officiate. Cremation will follow. Visitation will be at the funeral
home after noon on Saturday.
Mr. Collins, 69, Hwy. 69 North, Paris, died
Monday, June 4, 2007, at Henry County Medical
Center, Paris.
An Army veteran, he had retired from the United
States Air Force. He was of Baptist faith and a lifetime member of
the Veterans of Foreign Wars.
He was married in 1964 to the former Gwendola Nevada Upshaw
who died in November 2002. One son. Jay Dee Collins, died in
1981. Born March 18, 1938, in Calloway County, Ky., he was the
son of the late Woodrow Wilson Collins and Verna Lavanda Reed
Collins.
Survivors include one daughter, Mrs. Melodi Lynn Arnold,
Calloway County; one son, Wendell Van Collins, Kentucky; four
sisters, Mrs Lavanda Sue Raso, Waco, Texas, Mrs. Phyllis Ann
Perkins, Dexter, Ky., and Mrs. Esther Rose Mahone and Mrs.
Martha Lou Anderson, both of Murray, Ky.
Survivors also include four brothers, Richard Eugene Collins and
Charles Thomas Collins, both of Mayfield, Ky., Gerald Wayne
Collins, Minnesota, and Wilson Dale Collins, Fairdealing, Ky.; caregiver, Tammy Lamb, Paris; four grandchildren.

AP
Evangelist Billy Graham, left, and his wife Ruth Graham sit for
an interview in their Montreat. N.C., mountaintop home in this
Aug. 11, 2003, file photo. Ruth Graham fell into a coma
Wednesday and appears to be close to death, a family
spokesman said. "She appears to be entenng the final stages
of life," said Larry Ross, Graham's personal spokesman.

Billy Graham's wife Ruth
in coma; close to death

MONTREAT N.C. (AP) —
Ruth Graham, the ailing wife of
evangelist Billy Graham, fell
into a coma Wednesday morning
and appears to be close to death,
a family spokesman said.
"She appears to be entering
the final stages of life," said
Larry Ross, Graham's personal
spokesman. Her condition had
not changed as of Wednesday
evening, he said.
The news came the same day
Billy Graham said he and Ruth
will be buried at the recently
dedicated Billy Graham Library
in Charlotte. In a statement,
Graham said his 87-year-old
wife, who has degenerative
osteoarthritis of the back and
Mrs. Cone Futrell Outland
neck and has been bedridden at
The funeral for Mrs. Cozie Futrell Outland will be today their home in the mountains of
(Thursday) at 2 p.m. in the chapel of Goodwin Funeral Home. western North Carolina for some
time,"is close to going home to
Cadiz. Rev. Roy Field and Rev. Brian Hall will officiate.
heaven."
Burial will follow in the East End Cemetery, Cadiz.
"Ruth is my soul mate and
Visitation is now at the funeral home.
Mrs. Outland, 93, Gracey, died Tuesday, June 12,2007, at 12:25 best friend, and I cannot imagine
a.m. at Christian Health Center, Hopkinsville. Her death followed a living a single day without her
long illness. A homemaker, she was a member of Locust Grove by my side," Graham said. "I am
more in love with her today than
Baptist Church.
when we first met over 65 years
Preceding her in death were her husband, Jim Outland; one ago
as students at Wheaton
grandchild, Jimmy Futrell, two brothers, Dick Futrell and Floyd College.';
Futrell; six sisters, Lucy Hall. Lora Borens, 011ie Williams, Mabel
Ross said Ruth Graham was
Nunn, Birdie Outland and Audrey Belle Cook. Born Dec. 18, 1913, treated two weeks ago for
pneuin Stewart County, Tenn., she was the daughter of the late Charlie monia and her health temporariFutrell and Betty McCoy Futrell.
ly improved before declining
Survivors include three daughters, Mrs. Louise Askew and hus- because of her weakened condiband, W.D., Herndon, Mrs. Elene Boren and husband, Lloyd, tion. Ross said she is being treatPembroke, Mrs. Hilda Futrell and husband, Ethel!. Paducah, and ed at her home outside
Mrs. Mary Sholar and husband, Clayton. Gracey; one sister, Mrs. Asheville, in the town of
Katie Pearl Downs, Hopkinsville; eight grandchildren; 19 great- Montreat.
She celebrated her birthday
grandchildren; 17 great-great-grandchildren.
on Sunday and was alert, Ross
said. Billy Graham and four of
their c,hildren are now at her
side. The couple's youngest

Subscribe by calling 753-1916
Today! LEDGER &TIMES

child, Ned, is flying in from the
West Coast.
"Ruth and I appreciate, more
than we can express, the prayers
and letters of encouragement we
have received from people
across the country and around
the world," Graham said.
"Our entire family has been
home in recent days and it has
meant so much to have them at
our side during this time. We
love each one of them dearly and
thank God for them."
In San Antonio, Southern .
Baptist Convention president
Frank Page paused the denomination's
annual
meeting
Wednesday night to pray for
Ruth Graham, whom he called
"this dear saint of God."
The site of Graham's burial
had appeared to be the source of
some debate within his family.
In December, The Washington
Post reported that Ned Graham
opposed burying his parents at
the library. He and other members of the family preferred a
burial site at The Cove, a Bible
training center near the
Grahams' mountain home.
The paper said evangelist
Franklin Graham, who has taken
over leadership of the Billy
Graham
Evangelistic
Association, wanted his parents'
graves to be at the Charlotte
museum.
Graham. who is 88 and suffers from fluid on the brain,
prostate cancer. Parkinson's disease and age-related macular
degeneration, responded by saying the decision would be his
and his wife's alone.
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The funeral for James (Jirn) Suiter will be Saturday at 11 a.m. at
Glendale Road Church,of Christ. John Dale and Rev. Mark Earheart
will officiate. Burial will follow in the Murray City Cemetery.
Visitation will be at J.H. Churchill Home from 5
to 8 p.m. Friday and after 9 a.m. Saturday at the
church.
Expressions of sympathy may be made to
American Cancer Society. Relay for Life, att. Pat
Latimer, P.O. Box 1080. Murray, KY 42071.
Mr. Suiter, 72, Parklane, Murray. died Tuesday.
June 12, 2007, at 5:40 p.m. at Spring Creek Health
Care. Murray.
Retired from Brandon Motors, he had been
Sutter
employed by Pepsi Cola for 24 years and by
Purdom Motors in Murray for 23 years. He was a
member of Glendale Road Church of Christ and a graduate of the
former Kirksey High School.
Preceding him in death were his parents. William Burie Suiter
and Paula Ray,Suiter. one brother, Ray Suiter. and one sister. Nell
Ramsey.
Survivors include his wife. Mrs. Shelby Sinter. to whom he was
married Dec. 21. 1955. in Calloway County: one daughter. Mrs.
Kim Lyles and husband. Steve. Reidland; one son, Craig Suiter and
wife. Judy. Murray: five sisters. Mrs. Glenda Newsome and husband. James. Murray. Mrs. Annie Chester. Mayfield. Mrs. Frances
Carlton and husband, Robert, Columbus, Ohio. Mrs. Lois Gibson.
Farmington Hills. Mich.. and Mrs. Sue Vanorman. Milan. Mich.;
one granddaughter, Brittany Lyles, Reidland; several nieces and
nephews.
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Kindermusik Classes scheduled
for children at the Curris Center

3naluersary

KIndermusik Classes will start Monday,
June 25, for children, ages 18 months to
3 years and 3 to 5 years at the Murray
State University Curtis Center. Kindermusik is a musk and movement class with
a developmentally appropriate curriculum
that focuses on total growth for the developing child.
The classes offered are called "Creatures in My Backyard" for ages 18 months
to 3 years and is offered on Mondays from
lo's
10 to 11 a.m. from June 25 to July 23.
Datebook The
curriculum for the 3-5 years old will
By Jo Burkeen
be "Confetti Days" and will be offered
Community
from 11 a.m. to noon from June 25 to
Editor
July 23.
For more information or to register your child call Linda
at 753-3763 or 759-9015.

Walston Detachment to meet Saturday
The Walston Detachment of the United States Marine Corps
League will have its regular meeting Saturday at 11:30 a.m.
at Pagliai's Pizza. All Marines and friends are welcome. Each
one attending 'will pay for his or her own meal.

Angels Attic lists its opening hours
Angels Attic is now open from 11 a.m. to 5 p.m. Tuesday
through Saturday. The attic is striving to make the donation
process for all those who support the efforts on behalf of
Angels Clinic easier. Donations are accepted at the back door
of Angels Attic from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m., Monday through Saturday . The access road off Arcadia has been re-opened.

Bob and Barbara Bowers in 1957
Bob and Barbara Bowers of New Pros 'device Road. Murray. will celebrate their
soth wedding anniversary on Saturday'.
lune 16, 2007.
A celebration will he from 1 to 3 p.m.
at the Senior Citizens area of the Weak'.
Community , Center, 607 Popliif St . Murf .1!•

Bob and Barbara Bowers in 2007

All Manses and ttiends rut' insited.
Mr. and Mrs. Bowers were married
June t6, 1957. in West Plains. Mo. Their
attendants were Jack Bowers and Thelma
Bowers.
Mrs. Bowers IS the daughter of Anna
Bulk and the late Leo Peckenpaugh of
West Plains. Mr. Bowers is the sort of

the late Susie and Andrew Bowers of
Missoun. He is a retired truck driver.
Their five children are Debbie Sowell.
Ella Burgess. Steven Bowers. Bobby Bowers. Jr., and Donna Weigel.
They have II grandchildren, two
deceased grandchildren eight great-grandchildren and three stepgreat-grandchildren.

LBL plans
weekly
programs

NA

The Murray Youth Swim Team (MYST) will host the Flag
Day Invitational Swim Meet on Saturday at 9 a.m. at the Murray Stale University Wellness Center pool. Teams from Paducah and Calvert City will be in town to compete in the event.
the public is invited.

Hazel Alumni event Saturday
Hazel Alumni Association will have its 60th annual reunion
on Saturday at 6 p.m. at the Family Life Center of Hazel
Baptist Church. Anyone who attended Hazel School, graduated from high school or eighth grade, is invited. A meal to be
served by Hazel Woman's Club was by reservation.

Gentry House needs bunk beds
The Gentry House. Inc., Emergency Homeless Shelter is in
need of bunk beds. The beds are needed in order to provide
a place for the children to sleep while in the shelter. Nancy
Williams. case manager, said "At the present time, we only
have beds to accommodate families with two children. Therefore, the families with three or four children end up sleeping
on the couch or floor." For more information, call 761-6802.
GREG TRAVIS/Lodger & Times

YARD OF THE MONTH: Selected as the June yard of the month by the Garden Department
of the Murray Woman's Club was the yard of Janice and Mark Schecter at 1121 Robertson Rd.
North. Murray.
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Brett Thomas Wyatt

('enter
Laser Hair Removal
le9 & Face Veins • Skin Discolorattons
Facto! Reiuvenatron

1270) 761-4999
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Dad Deserves
The Best!
treat Hint this Father's Pay with a.

Chris and Carla Wyatt of Jackson. Tenn. are the parents of
a son, Brett Thomas Wyatt, born on Friday. May 25. 2(E7. at
Jackson Madison County Hospital. Jackson
The baby weighed 7 pounds t ounces and measured Di 1/2
Indies A brother is Bond. I
Grandparents are Roy and Mane Wyatt of Murray and Bobby
and Anne Coltman of Medina. Tenn
Great-grandmothers are 1-austme Walker of Murray. Naida
•-r (1,1,,,n and the late Las erne Fly of JaCk..on.
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The third annual "Movies in the Park" will be Friday with
the movie being "The Gospel" starring Yolanda Adams, Omar
Gooding and Clifton Powell and festivities beginning around
7:30. This is sponsored by Harvest Land Ministries International. In case of rain the movie will be shown at the new
Harvest Land Hangout at 1306D South 12th St. For more
information call the church at 759-5107.

Reformers Unanimous to meet

Calloway Democrats will meet

MURRAY APPLIANCE
.

'Movies in the Park' Friday

Murray Shriners sponsor Bingo each Friday starting at 6:30
p.m at the Shrine Club facility. Ky. 121 North, Murray. Proceeds help support many local and shrine charitable activities.
Mgr

with Salad & Dessert Bar

Glory Bound Christian Entertainment Ministry will be Friday from 7 to 9 p.m. in the fellowship hall of Goshen United Methodist Church, 4726 Ky. 121 North at Stella. Featured.
will be As One and The Noteables (note the change in singers).
There is no admission charge. but items for Need Line will
be accepted. For more information call Joe Lawrence at 7535643. Renee Taylor at 753-8124 or Patrick Lea at 761-2666.

111-iners sponsor Bingo

'Locally Owned &
Operated

I.' 1

Glory Bound Entertainment Friday

Reformers Unanimous, a Christ-centered addictions program,
irit-ets each Friday from 7 to 9 p.m. at Eastwood Baptist
Church. For information or for a ride call 753-1834.

'Service Atter Sale

Tasty 10 oz. Grilled
Prime Rib

1iatlabli Jun.. Ith

"Just Breaking Even" (country) will be the musical group
performing from 7 to 9 p.m. Friday in the amphitheater area
of Pans Landing State Park, Paris Landing. Tenn. This is a
free family-oriented entertainment overlooking Kentucky Lake.
Persons may bring your lawn chairs or blankets for seating.

Youth Swim Team plans event

Murray

16.14

Special program at Paris Landing

Soccer tryouts for U- It) Girls Soccer Team will be Saturday from 9 a.m. to noon and again on Thursday, June 21,
from 5:30 to 8 p.m. at the Murray-Calloway County Soccer
Field. For information call Tim Cunningham at 293-1523.

ng, week
The thuniplace Lonny His-

111 See Page 7A

Calloway County Chapter of American Red Cross will have
a blood drive on Friday from 2 to 7 p.m. at the Weaks Community Center, 607 Poplar St., Murray. Each donor will receive
a free gift. Blood is urgently needed.
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Soccer tryouts scheduled

GOLDEN POND. Ky
land Between the Likes has
.1k to.ii c. planned lig

I arm, NalUre Station and
Ilillinan I.erry. Energy Lake and
Piney Campground are now
open daily The Golden Pond
Planetarium, The Elk & Bison
Prairie.
Wranglers Campground. turkey Bay OIIV Area
and seseral small camping areas
iii
open year-round
Ilk and Bison Prairie is
open daily Admission is S5
per Car
The Golden Pond
MM Is open diul!. with
S; tor ages I ; Alld up.
tor ages 5 to 12. and tree
with Lundy tor ages 4 and
under "Blown Away - The
Wild -World ol Weather" will
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To announce your event
call 753-1916

Calloway County Democratic Party will meet today at 5 at
the t'alloway Public Library Preparations for the JeffersonJackson Day Dinner on June 21 will be discussed. All Democrats are invited For more information contact, David Ramey.
‘.ounty chairman. at 759-9905

Post 6291 will meet tonight
Post 6291 of Veterans of Foreign Wars of Murray will meet
tonight at 7 at the Murray -Calloway County Chamber of
Commerce conference room. For information contact
David
Foley at 753-5822.

TOPS to meet today
Thursday TOPS (take off pounds sensibly) Chapter 0469
will meet today at 5:15 in the annex of Calloway
Public
Library. The meeting is open to the public. For information
,all Stephanie Cunningham at 753-7129 or 2113-4173

WOW Lodge to meet tonight.
Woodmen of the World Lodge 592 win meet tonight at
6
at Ryan's Steak House
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Hale will have book signing at local bookstore on Saturday
New Life Christian Bookstore has announced that Dr.
Steve Hale wili appear Saturday from 10 a.m. to 1 p.m.
for a book signing to promote
his new book, 'Truth Decay."
-Truth Decay is one of the
best books that I have ever
read. If you read one book
this year, this should be the
one." Those strong words of
endorsement came from Dr. Ed
Hindson, assistant chancellor
at Liberty University and
notable prophecy scholar and
current issues expert.
Being the first book that he
has written, Hale says he has
been somewhat caught offguard by the overwhelming
response stating, "It seems that
every week we receive feedback on how the book is impacting lives and opening the eyes
of many as to what is happening in our nation. Most of
us realize that America is in
a moral freefall, but understanding the reasons why and
the consequences that await us
is another matter."
Dr. James Merritt, former
president of the Southern Baptist Convention, asserts "Steve
Hale has done every American a favor by writing this
tremendous book. It is filled
with bondage-breaking truth
that will set a person free to
find and to do God's will in
the crucial area of private and
public morality."
"Truth Decay" is based upon
Romans 1:25 which says,'They
exchanged the truth of God
for the lie." It is Dr. Hale's
contention that America has
done the same thing. Hale says,
"Our nation was built upon
the principles of God's Word,

Murdock
named to
dean's list

but our foundation has shifted
from the time-tested truth of
God's Word to the shifting sands
of moral relativism. The lie
that we have embraced is the
assertion that there is no such
thing as absolute truth. What's
right for you may not be right
for me and what's wrong for
you may not be wrong for me.
There is no objective standard
by which to judge right from
wrong. Besides, who are you
to judge anyway?" Hale continues by stating, "When a culture embraces that mentality,
it is the recipe for moral anar-

chy and national destruction.
Laws become unenforceable
and as in the days of Israel,
each person begins to do what
is right in his own eyes."
The reader will find the
book to be well-written and
filled with relevant facts and
statistics which document the
moral decay of our culture.
"It is packed with information
every teenager would benefit
from and stuff every parent
needs to be equipped with."
Hale said. Dr. Hale tells the
story of one parent in Califorma who has three teenagers. The

mother called to say that her
husband was so moved by the
book that he paid each of his
kids $100 to read it.
Dr. Ergun Caner, a wellknown theologian and president of Liberty Theological
Seminary, encourages readers
to, "not just buy this book;
devour it, make notes, and then
teach it systematically to your
people. You will see a profound change in their walk
with God and their defense of
the faith." Dr. Gerald Harris,
state editor for Georgia's Christian Index, concludes, "I agree
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•Large-size weVdry with 2-1/2' accessories
•12 power cord *Quiet performance engine

Grill offer applies to all full
grills $99 and up.
size
Offer valid 6/14/07-6/17/07
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OSB Sheathing
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VALUE!
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44" Eclipse Ceiling Fan
•Brushed nickel finish
*Lifetime warranty #190619
Also available xi Provencial Gold
(012329) and Whits(0190620)

ZERO

ASK FOR

PAYMENTS&INTEREST FOR

"12PLI9NTQHSMONTHS.
Applies to everything on your receipt when you ask for
zero payments and riterest for 12 munths on any
purchase of $299 or more made on you* Lowe's

6117707

Consumer Credit Card 6/14/07 through
See store, bottom of page, or Lowee.com for details.

From Page 6A
through Friday, and 3 p.m.
Saturday and Sunday. "Ring
World- ilI be shown at 2
p.m. Monday through Friday
and t 10 aim and 2 p.m. Saturday and Sunday; "Kentucky
Skies" will be shown at 1 p.m.
Saturday and Sunday; Search
lot Life" at noon Friday and
10 a.m. and 2 p.m. Saturday
and Sunday.
Events at The Homeplace
will include "Camp Meeting"
from II a.m. to 2 p.m. Saturday; 'Treadle It Round" at
2 p.m. Sunday; "Family Living History Experience from
9 a.m. to 3 p.m. Monday;
Summer School?" 1 and 2
p.m. Wednesday.
Events at The Nature Station include —Slithery Snakes"
at 1:30 ;In., and "Girls Night
Out: Sunset Canoe Trip" from
6 to 8:30 p.m. with reservations and full deposits required
on Saturday: "Batty for Bats"
at 2 p.m. Sunday; "Shoreline
Birding Walk" from 10 to 11:30
a.m. and "Creature Feature:
Barred Owl" at 2 p.m. on
Tuesday; "Tales of Scales" at
2 p.m. on Thursday.
For more information call
toll free at 1-800-LBL-7077.

Husqvarna

Discount taken at register

5.5 HP (Peak) 14-Gallon Wet/Dry Vacuum
•Includes 6-piece accessory kit 4236625

NASHVILLE. Tenn. —
Tera Rica Murdock, Nashville,
Tenn., has qualified for the
dean's list for the fall semester of 2006 and ,th, spring
semester of 2007 at Vanderbilt Law School.
She has also been awarded
the Vanderbilt Scholastic Excellence Award for Legal Writing for the spring semester.
The honor of dean's list
is awarded to the top 20 percent of students each semester.
Murdock is currently working as a legal intern for Bridgestone Americas Holding, Inc.
in Nashville and in August she
will begin her second year of
law school. She is a 2002 graduate of Calloway County High
School and a 2006 graduate
of Murray State University. She
is the daughter of Rick and
Stacy Murdock of Murray, Ky.

Or, Steve Hale

LOWEIS

ALL
SPECIAL ORDER
FLOORING

Bonus accessories
included

with Caner.
Dr. Hale says, "I look forward to renewing some friendships and acquaintances from
past years when I conic to
town on Saturday. There's no
place like home and the people of Murray have, and always
will, hold a special place in
my heart. I appreciate New
Life's invitation to host this
book signing event."
Dr. Hale is a native of Murray and a graduate of Murray
State University with a degree
in journalism. He is the son
of Charles and Eva Hale.
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Shrine bombing increases
concerns over new attacks
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II Disaster drill ...
From Front
centers will he tasked with providing assistance to areas that
are affected by the emergency.
"They will receive information regarding our damages and
what we MC asking for and it
will be their assignment to fig-.
urc out logistically how to get
that to us," Steen said. "Then on
June 21 —.*-"asid.we:r.e not going
to be involved in this — but I
do believe they will do a tabletop review and assessment.
There may be a kw airplanes
that will move from Point A to
Point B"
Steen said the goal of the
local effort is to provide citizen
protection. hazard reduction and
property and environmental protection in the city and county.
"In that order," he said. "Those
are our standard goals."
The focus of the SONS exercise is testing emergency
response systems at all governmental levels utilizing a largescale mock earthquake and hazardous material incidents that
result in natural or 111.M - made

disasters. The drill is comprised
of two parts; a three-day, fullscale exercise followed by a
workshop with an executive
seminar to take place about 60
days later. A report concerning
results of the exercise is expected in October.
On the national level, the
exercise will focus on testing
the
between
coordination
Protection
Environmental
Agency, the United States Coast
Guard. the Environmental
Protection Agency. the Federal
Management
Emergency.
Agency and others agencies
involved in disaster mitigation
and reconstruction.
Should a major earthquake
take place in close proximity to
Murray-Calloway County, projections concerning destruction
and cost are enormous.
According to the SONS 07 Web
site at www.sons-program.org,
estimated losses from an actual
earthquake such as that on
which the drill is based
amounts to about,$620 million
from the destruction of buildings sad infrastructure. lust

wages, rental income kx;s, capital-related losses relocation
costs, losses from non-structural
damage, loss of building contents and inventory in Calloway
County alone.
An additional $31 million in
losses could occur to all of western Kentucky's airports, roadways. bridges. tunnels; bus.
ferry and other transportation
systems.
The SONS exercise is
designed to increase national
preparedness for a natural or
man-made disaster scenario by
engaging all levels of earthquake and hazardous materials
spill management in a coordinated way improving the ability
of local command centers and
joint field offices to manage an
incident. It is also designed to
increase awareness, preparedness and emergency response
timing of agency heads and law
makers in Washington, D.C.. of
their role during a SONS-type
crisis.
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you'll appreciate
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• Lower maintenance costs than comparable competit
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John Deere 6000 Series Tractors
• Up to 105 PTO hp
• The industry s most comfortable cab
• Full frame design for greater
durability 8, reliabolity
• Great for haying and loader work

John Deere 458 Round Baler
• DiarnondTough triple-weave belts
provide greater durability
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U.S. OPEN

A real handicapped field

AP
1973 U.S. Open champion
Johnny Miller left talks with
.1e60 U.S. Open champion
Arnold Palmer at a media
•teception on the grounds of
'Oakmont Country Club,the
site of this years champiOnship in Oakmont, Pa, on
Wednesday.

ARNIE NOT CONVINCED
U.S. OPEN PLAYERS ARE
READY FOR OAK1VIONT
OAKMONT, Pa. (AP) — Maybe Arnold
Palmer said it best. These guys don't know what
they're getting into.
The U.S. Open starts Thursday at Oakmont
Country Club, with several apparent favorites —
you've got your Tiger Woods, your Phil

CARDINALS 7, ROYALS 3

Mickelson, your Jim Furyk — but, really, it might
be the most difficult major to handicap in years.
'This is a record eighth U.S. Open at Oakmont,
but it's also the first in 13 years, and only a dozen
or so in the 156-golfer field have tournament experience on a course reputed to be the toughest in
America. Consider this: Woods was an amateur
when Ernie Els weathered five very hot days and a
three-man playoff to win in 1994.
This Oakmont doesn't look like that Oakmont.
•See OPEN 2B

JUNIOR MINTS

Wainwright
has right stuff
gainst Royals
IT. LOUIS STARTER TAKES NO-HITTER INTO
SIXTH INNING AS CARDS ROUT ROYALS

's

KANSAS CITY, Mo.(AP) — Adam Wainwright fired
up his computer Tuesday night and studied the no-hitter
Detroit's Justin Verlander had thrown against Milwaukee.
The St. Louis right-hander took a no-hitter of his own
into the sixth Wednesday night, and shut out Kansas City on
one hit through eight innings. The Cardinals held on for a 7:-•in.
"I went online and watched every out he got," said
Wainwright. "I was not quite Verlandensh today. But I'll
take it."
Albert Pujols drove in three runs for the Cardinals, who
won for just second time in six games.
"He did a great job out there," said Kansas City's Alex
Gordon, who had a three-run homer in the ninth off Tyler
Johnson."He pitched a great game."
Wainwright (5-5) went eight innings and had allowed
only two baserunners — on a walk and an infield error by
shortstop Aaron Miles — when Esteban German broke up
the no-hitter with a single into left with two out in the sixth.
Wainwright struck out three and walked two.
Johnson started the ninth and gave up Gordon's fourth
home run. Johnson retired only one baster and was replaced
by Russ Springer, who got the final two outs.
_ Wainwright walked Mark Teahen, the third batter he
4.aced, on a 3-I count. But he did not allow another baserunAier until Miles dropped a hard-hit sinking liner by David
Alesus with two out in the sixth.
German then grounded a clean single into left.
P • Miles had switched from second to short in the fourth
."..^..i.
ter David FA:kstein's lower back tightened up.
:-... "It's a lonely feeling. I didn't want to look at the score-beard," said Miles. "But they got the right call. I wish- I'd
made the play and got into the seventh inning for him and
: things came up a little differently."
: Miles then retired the next batter with a fine leaping
• catch of Mark Teahen's line drive, and Wainwright wouldn't hear of it when he tried to apologize for not retinng
Delesus for the third out.
"I don't believe that changed anything," Wainwright
said.
"I still felt locked in after the play. Then he made an
amazing play to save a run. If he doesn't make that play,
who knows? I'll take him in the field behind me any day. He
shouldn't hang his head about that at all. It wasn't in the
cards. God didn't want me to throw a no-hitter today. That's
fine."
Pujols, who went to high school in Independence, Mo.,
just a few miles from Kauffman Stadium, singled home a
run in the first off Odalis Perez(3-7)and then keyed a fiverun second inning with a two-run single. The All-Star first
baseman, who was passed on by the Royals in the 1999
draft because they worried he would become overweight,
seems always to punish his home town team.
Pujols has a .398 average with seven homers and 23
RBIs in 83 at-bats in Kansas City.
Perez went three-plus innings and gave up seven runs —
six earned — and 10 hits. He walked two and did not have
a strikeout.
Pujols' bases-loaded single in the second inning brought
in two runs, and he went to second when left fielder Joey
Gathnght's throw to the infield sailed wide for an error.
Juan Encarnacion then stretched his hitting streak to 13
)Ninses with a two-run single to make it 641

MICHAEL DANN Ledger 8, Times
James Boone, 9, of Murray works on his driving game on the practice range at Miller Memonal Golf Course Wednesday. The course
is hosting its annual junior golf camp this week with 26 golfers in attendance. (Below, right) Laura Durr watches her putt on the praetice green.

MICHAEL DANN / Ledger & Times
Katherine Duke, 4, of Nashville, Tenn., watches her shot off
the dnving range with clubhouse mananger Will Snodgrass
Wednesday.

MAJOR LEAGUE BASEBALL

Report: Selig ready to suspend Giambi
MLB COMMISH ASKING YANKEES FIRST BASEMAN TO 'COOPERATE'

CHARLIE RIEDEL / AP
:tam Wainwright delivers during the first inning
gainst the Kansas City Royals Wednesday in Kansas
City. Mo.

MCLEAN, Va. (AP) —
Baseball commissioner Bud Selig
is "heading toward" suspending
Jason Giambi next week if he
doesn't cooperate with the
steroids investigation by former
Senate Majority Leader George
Mitchell, USA Today reported on
its Web site early Thursday.
The newspaper. citing a highranking Major League Baseball
official who had spoken with
Selig. said the commissioner
wants a decision from Giambi by
Tuesday The official was not
given permission to comment

publicly and spoke on condition
of anonymity, the paper said.
Selig said June 6 that he wanted Giambi to meet with Mitchell
within two weeks and to "cooperate fully" with the probe, which
began in March 2(XXI. Baseball
said Selig would make a decision
on disciplining the New York
Yankees designated hitter after
Giambi "completed his activities"
with Mitchell and that Giambi's
level of cooperation would be
taken into account by Selig.
The players' association said
Giambi. currently on the disabled

list with a foot injury, would make
his decision after consulting with
his lawyer and the union. No
active players are known to have
spoken with Mitchell.
Giambi told a federal grand
jury in December 2003 that he
used steroids and human growth
hormone, the San Francisco
Chronicle reported in December
2004. Before the start of spring
training in 2005, the 2000 AL
MVP made repeated general
apologies at a news conference
hut never used the word
"steroids." He told USA Today in

comments published May 18: "I
was wrong for doing that stuff,"
comments many interpreted as an
admission he used steroids.
Baseball and its union didn't
ban steroids until September 2002
and didn't institute penalties for a
first offense in most cases until
2005. Michael Weiner, the union's
general counsel, said no grounds
exist for disciplining Giambi
based on the remarks published by
USA Today or Giambi's decision
about whether to meet with
Mitchell.
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not with 5,000 trees leveled since then, the bunkers made
deeper and more threatening and the Church Pews bunker
expanded to make it the size of an airplane landing strip.
With so much trouble awaiting, and so little Oakmont
very
expenence out there, Palmer predicted it could be a
an
missed
hasn't
He
many.
for
two
or
shaky opening round
Open at Oakmont in more than 50 years, but he almost
sounded relieved to be sitting this one out.
For all the changes, he said, what sets Oakmont apart
that the USGA is having trouare greens so fast and tilted
placements on each hole.
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ble finding
"I've talked to some of the guys that have been out there
have
and I've talked to some of the former champions who
Just
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—
field
this
me
tell
they
and
been out there,
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an observation — is not really ready for Oakmont,"
they
Palmer, the tournament's honorary chairman. 'That
t."
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to
how
yet
haven't really learned
Palmer is certain of that, if only because he has played
y sure
Oakmont for 66 years and even The King isn't entirel
wickedly
if he fully knows a course whose greens are so
fast, so unnervingly difficult to read.
play
"There are golf courses over the years that I could
that I
a practice round or two and feel pretty comfortable
doesn't
knew how to play it," Palmer said. "Oakmont just
well,
played,
I've
course.
golf
of
kind
happen to be that
that I
since I was 12 years old. And I'm not even sure nnw
know every shot that I should hit, if I could hit it."
month
Mickelson won The Players Championship last
and would
and had a pair of third-place ties before that,
ing to
seem to have plenty of momentum since switch
Butch Harmon as his coach.

Buzz brewing in the Bronx
A-ROD, MUSSINA HELP
SURGING YANKEES TRIM DEFICIT
By The Associated Press
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Wednesday's Games
Philadelphia 8 Chicago White Sox 4
Toronto 7 San Francisco 4
Colorado 12 Boston 2
Pittsburgh 8 Texas 1
Milwaukee 3 Detroit 2
Cleveland 7 Florida 3
NY Yankees 7 Arizona 2
Washington 9. Baltimore 6, 11 inntrigs
San Diego 9, Tampa Bay 0
LA Angels 6, Commit 3
Chicago Cubs 3, Seattle 2
Oakland 7, Houston 3
Minnesota 6, Atlanta 0
St Louis 7, Kansas Gay 3
LA Dodgers 9, N.Y lists 1
Thurseley's Games
San Diego (Germano 4-0) at Tampa
Bay (Howell 1-0), 11 10 a m
L A Angels (Colon 5-2) at Cincinnati
(Bailey 1-0). 1135 a m
Milwaukee (Sheets 6-3) at Detroit
(Durbin 5-2), 1205 pm
Arizona (Davis 4-7) am N Y Yankees
(Patties 3-4), 12/05 pm
Oakland (Gaudin 8-1) at Houston
(Jennings 0-1), 1 -05 p.m
Seattle (Weaver 0-6) at Chicago Cubs
(Marques 5-3), 1 20 p.m
Colorado (Francs 5-5) at Boston
(Beckett 9-0), 605 p.m
Texas (McCarthy 4-4) at Pittsburgh
lOorzetanny 6-3). 6 05 p m
Cleveland (Stanford 0-0) at Florida
(Was 7-5). 6 05 p m
Washington (Sirnontacchi 3-4) at
Baltimore (Guam, 3-1), 6 05 p m
nta IT Hudson 6-4) at Minnesota
litaria 6-6). 7 10 p m
St Louis(K.Wells 2-10) at Kansas City
(Elation 2-2), 7 10 p m

It's three of the sports btggest stars on
the same team. but Hendrick said he's not
%timed about managing all the egos.
-My job is to get the best talent out
there." he said. "I *ant to protect the
hrrnd I want to protect Junior's image
and who he is. but I want to give him the
hest stuff. And he's going to have to beat
those guys anyway.
'They are going to have to beat him
anyway, no matter if he's with our team
or somewhere else. On the racetrack, it's
kind of eserybody for themselves."
Earnhardt will replace Kyle Busch in
the Hendrick %table, which is already
stacked with Gordon, a four-time senes
champion who leads all active drivers
with 79 career victories, and Johnson, the
defending Neste! Cup champion
Earnhardt is ecstatic about the partner-

ship, and was practically giddy as he
introduced Hendrick as his new boss. He
beamed as he discussed his new opportunities, and wanted to pump his fist with
excitement --- but sister Kelley Earnhardt
Elledge had warned him it might seem
cheesy.
"I am happy. happy. happy," he said.
"I felt like I was homeless. I was confused. It was a real hard time. I just wanted so bad to have a decision made and
know what I was doing.
"I always kind of dreamed about driving for Rick. He's just a good guy."
Hendrick hasn't decided which car
Earnhardt will dnve — it could be the
No. 5, the No. 25, or he could make a
play to get Earnhardt's No 8 away from
DEI — and he's not sure who the sponsor
will be. Although Budweiser has been

——
Wednesday's Games
Philadelphia 8. Chicago White Sox 4
Toronto 7, San Francisco 4
Colorado 12. Boston 2
Pittsburgh 8 Texas 1
Milwaukee 3. Detroit 2
Cleveland 7. Florida 3
N.Y Yankees 7 Arizona 2
Washington 9, Baltimore 6 11 innings
San Diego 9, Tampa Bay 0
L A Angels 6 Cincinnati 3
Chicago Cubs 3 Sean* 2
Oakland 7, Houston 3
Minnesota 6, Atlanta 0
Si Louis 7, Kansas City 3
Thursday's Games
San Diego(Germano 4-0) at Tampa
Bay (Howse 1-0), 11:10 am
L.A. Angels(Colon 5-2) at Cincinnati
(Bailey 1-0), 11.35 am
Milwaukee (Sheets 6-3) at Detroit
(Durbin 5-2). 12-05 p.m.
Anions (Davis 4-7) at N.Y Yankees
(Petatte 3-4), 12/05 p.m.
Oakland (Gaudin 6-1) at Houston
(Jennings 0-1), 105 pm
Seattle (Weaver 0-6) al Chicago Cubs
(Marquis 5-3), 1.20 pm
Colorado (Francis 5-5) at Boston
(Beckett 9-0), 605 p m
Texas (McCarthy 4-4) at Pittsburgh
(Gorzelanny 6-3), 605 pm
Cleveland (Stanford 0-0) at Ronda
(Willis 7-5), 6,05 p.m
Washington (Simontaccra 3-4) at
Baltimore (Guthrie 3-1). 6 05 p m
Atlanta (T Hudson 6-4) at Minnesota
(J Santana 6-6). 7.10 p.m
St Louis (K Wells 2-10) at Kansas City
(Elation 2.2), 7 10 p m
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Earnhardt to join Hendrick Motorsports next season
MOORESVILLE. N.C. (AP)
liendric k Motorsixins has been practically unbeatable this season, with it's starstudded lineup racking up 10 wins
through the first 14 races.
Now they 'se got Dale Earnhardt Jr,
and the tour-car stable has turned into
NASCAR's version of the New York
Yankees
"I guess I should he honored that I
would he compared to the Yankees."
owner Rick Iierkirtk A said Vtedne.t14
at ter amount mg Earnhardt had signed a
Ilse-year deal to time kit him beginning
in 211118
With two series champions in Jett
kadon and Jimmie Johnson, and a rising
star in ('rst) Mears. adding NASCAR•s
most popular dris et to the mix has gis en
Hendrick a Murderer's Row on wheels
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7 p.m.
Nextel Cup career.
TBS — Atlanta at Minnesota
NBA BASKETBALL
More importantly, it could help fill an
8 p.m.
aching void that both have lived with
ABC - Playoffs finals game 4 San
dt's
Earnhar
killed
ts
acciden
tragic
since
Antonio at Cleveland
SOCCER
famous father and four members of
p.m.
Hendrick's family, including his only
Salt
ESPN2 - MLS Dallas at Real
Lake
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FBI says millions of
computers infected,
controlled by hackers
WASHINGTON (AP) — More than 1 million computers —possibly yours, too — are used by hackers as remote-controlled robots
to crash online systems, accept spam and steal users' personal information, the FBI said Wednesday.
The government has no way to track down all the computers,
both in the U.S. and elsewhere, that hackers have massed into centrally controlled collections known as botnets.
But the FBI has pulled the plug on several hornet hackers, or
zombies. One man was charged this week in a scheme that froze
computer systems at Chicago-area hospitals in 2006 and delayed
medical services.
What was viewed seven years ago as a kind of prank to boot people off-line has evolved into schemes to defraud people by stealing
credit card and Social Security data, by crashing retail Web sites and
through "pump-and-dump" online stock deals.
In those stock cases, hackers break into online trading accounts
to buy and sell stocks, pumping up the price of those they can liquidate and then dumping them.
FBI Deputy Assistant Director Shawn Henry said in an interview
Wednesday, "There will likely be spam sent on the heels of this
case," people portraying themselves to be from the FBI or saying,
'We're investigating the big botnet case that you heard about and we
need to check your computer. Provide us this information.'"
Hackers create hornets by scanning the Internet for vulnerable
computers, which are then infected and instructed to join the botnet.
Because the hacker has complete control of each "bot" computer,
the botnet can be used to launch denial-of-service attacks, send spam
e-mail, steal account login information or run any program.
Recent busts of botnet hackers, as part of the FBI's "Operation
Bot Roast" sting, include Jason Michael Downey, of Covington, Ky.
He was accused in Detroit last month of flooding his botnet-linked
computers with spam for an II-week period in 2004 and causing Up
to $20,000 in unspecified losses, according to court records.
The FBI's Henry said agents are investigating thousands of
cyberfraud and computer intrusion cases.

GREG YRAVi Ledger & Times
LET IT DOWN EASY: Workers with H & G Construction Co. Inc., of Paducah slowly ease a safety shield trench box into place
Tuesday during construction of a sewer line at the new Hunters Pointe Subdivision on Robertson Road. The men have been
working at the site for approximately one week. They said the project should be completed by the end of summer.

Lovett Auditorium will feature coffeehouse-style concerts

a

MSU News Bureau
The coffeehouse scene that
spawned such musical greats as
Bob Dylan, Bonnie Raitt and
John Hammond has now found
a home in Murray. Fans of
music such as alternative, country and bluegrass can enjoy
emerging local artists as well as
those who perform worldwide in
the intimate atmosphere of
Lovett Live.
The stage of historic Lovett
'Auditorium on Murray State
University's campus has been
transformed to literally bring the
audience to the performer. An
audience of 200 can be seated on
the stage in a style reminiscent
of the coffeehouse venues —
tables, leather stafas, giant
chairs.
For the musical artists, this
creates one of the best environments to get their material heard
and fine-tuned. For the listeners,
it's a haven of music played just
for them with the musician literally only a few feet away.
Long recognized as a breeding ground for contemporary
songwriters and performers, the
coffeehouse style of performer
Ad audience as one has flourished from Boston to Reno.
Lovett Live connects Murray to
that thriving music scene.
"This was a longtime dream

of Jim Carter [vice president of
institutional advancement at
MSUI. He was very generous to
let us run with his idea," said
Mae Flint, assistant facility
manager of the Regional Special
Events Center (RSEC) and
Lovett Auditorium. "Above all,
we wanted to bring music that
we may not usually get here in
Murray; indie music and up and
coming bands. The more attendance we have, the more great
bands we can bring onstage. We
trust that our audience will
appreciate the effort and support
the series."
Flint said that trust has been
met. Two days after launching
the Lovett Live Nismpace page,
it had been viewed more than
700 times. She has since
received 100-plus emails of
thanks and suggestions for the
series.
"We were in shock," said
Jason Pittman, facility manager
of the RSEC and Lovett. "We
knew the community and students wanted a great music
scene in Murray, but we were
overwhelmed by how receptive
they were." Pittman said that
history has shown that Murray
can support a vibrant music
scene, and he hopes to restore
that reputation to its former
glory.

The series will feature
Damien Rice and Albannach,
two acts that perform on both
sides of the Atlantic. Rice, an
Irish folk singer, will hit the
stage on Wednesday. Sept. 12, at
7:30 p.m. Scottish drum band
Albannach will perform on
Saturday, Sept. 15, at 8 p.m.
Ticket prices are $10.
Lovett Live's inaugural performance is on Tuesday with
Austin Carter. Carter's performance begins at 8 p.m. Carter is a
student at Belmont University
where he majors in creative
writing and is a guitar/commercial music minor. Admission to
his concert is free.
' A' Nashvitle-based
singer/songwriter, Caner continues a time-honored tradition
rooted in early folk music that
places a premium on the individual's message and the importance of songwriting to draw an
intimacy with the audience.
From his early stages as a musician, he has maintained a literary-based style that incorporates
and builds from the foundations
created by the lyricism of early
Bob Dylan as well as the career
of Townes Van Zandt.
A native of Murray, Carter
continues to acknowledge the
ties, influences and personal
experiences that have allowed

Are you
the picture
of health?

0% financing for 12 months'
on all EZtrak- Series zero-turn mowers

Mow with the
greatest of ease.
All models only available
at your local John Deere Dealer

More speed. Better handling

25-hp Kawasaki engine •54-inch Edge" Cutting System
•8 mph ground speed•18-inch high-back seat

„Pe

"b

So you

0JOHN DEERE*

Cutting System •8 mph ground speed

MURRAY HOME & AUTO INC

cal 100k twiny

ffosE
I -800-C DC-INFO (1-800-232-4636) • www.cdc.goviscreentoritte

18 5-hp Briggs & Stratton engine•42-inch Edge
Cutting System •7 mph ground speed

23-hp Snags 8. Stratton engine•48-inch Edge

972 CHESTNUT ST.
MURRAY, KY 42071
(270) 753-4110
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native and kunst/songwriter Kaci
Boles will perform her signature
country music for -Lovett
Live." Tickets can be purchased
for $10.
The series wraps for the season following the Damien Rice
and Albannach shows with a
Friday, Sept. 21, performance by
Sam & Ruby out of Nashville at
8 p.m. Sam & Ruby perform
pop, soul and folk music.
Admission is $10.
Tickets for any of the shows
can be purchased through
Ticketmaster by calling (877)
894-4474 or online at ticketmaster.com.
For more information on the
"Lovett Live" series, contact
either Jason Pittman or Mae
Flint at 809-5577.

Our most powerful and smoothest ride

Kass Counc. Co-Fosooe
,Aetna
OF Moons,Coksocsw Gams Assam'

4,. . . .,

Need") displays a controlled
acoustic sound coupled with a
gripping lyrical style. "Endless
Need," an exemplary sample of
his latest works, projects the
artist's talent at investigating a
universal
struggle. Carter
aspires and continues to cultivate a songwriting career centered on breaking the lines separating the messages in his songs
with the experiences of the audience.
Kelsey Waldon of the
Barlow/Paducah, Ky., area
enjoys alternative, country and
folk rock. She will perform in
Murray on Saturday at 8 p.m.
There is no admission charge.
Acoustic string band from
Paducah, Bawn in the Mash,
takes the stage at 8 p.m. on
Friday. Aug. 31. Tickets are $5.
On Friday, Sept. 7, Murray

Mak"Z445

-*
'Colorectal cancer%the 2nd leading cancer killer.
But it doesn't have to be.-

,and precaricerous Poiyos dor) *Nays came sr,
Cottectel canoe

him to evolve as a solo artist.
Influenced by the spontaneity of
Beat poetry, the simple storytelling in bluegrass and country
music, and the smooth and
forceful energy behind blues and
jazz. Carter constructs an environment that resurrects the
achievements and successes of
the past while simultaneously
inventing ,a unique voice integral to his own stylizing. His
work illustrates an epic ambition
to examine and deconstruct values ranging from personal inadequacy to the redemption of
love.
Playing in small venues
around Nashville. he has started
to make a name as a coming-ofage artist with tremendous
potential. His recent performance at Bluebird Cafe (where he
debuted the song "Endless
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Calloway Garden/Essex Downs

010

Apartments

UNNI
Notice
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Unknown Spouse of Johnny Garner

•

Calloway Circuit Court, Cam No 07.CI-206

LPN & CERTIFIED
NURSE ASSISTANT

By
nigh the ('is f:roui) ronautner Finance Inc as
tion
ffewsdni
ic
e
Electron
Mortgag
for
In,
Accredited

Hume Lenders Inc.,

Plaintiff vs Johnny Garner. Kt. at,
mar
.rid The Unknown Spoum of Johnny Garner.
,.•tendanta
undersigned attorney was appointed Warning
to
ier Attorney, by the Calloway Circuit Court
that a
fy the unknown spouse of Johnny Garner
property
...int has been filed to foreclose on the
by Johnny Garner located at 1274 Hickory
and more
rove Had. Murray. Kentucky 42020
The Plaintiff
p.irticularly described in the lawsuit)
any
-..rts that it is the mortgage holder and that
you may have in the property should be lentil.

One and Two Bedroom Apartments

rohunMatno Position
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Territory Bahia Reorstatentati
qualified candidates
is accepting applications from

at
execution of Pepsi products with
for a full time position in the sales
Bachelors Degree preferred
least 1 years of sales expenence

4015. CereftneKI Pension Pion tioatth
At Papal MidArreortco one other
opportunity tor aclo•ncornienti
Inoureinc•. Paid Vocation, and
Apply Today!
Attn: Lisa Rama.
. KY 42025
1531 US Hwy 641 N Banton
(270) 527-5088
corn
leytnhrmgr0praptalmIciamarIca
Opportunity Employer
Pepsi MIdArriairica Is an Equal

Paris, TN 38242
731-644-8472

MARKETING ASSISTANT
• ti s ikgree in Marketing. Communication,
Husineo Administration or related field
• f stellent kiimpuier skills required
• Position orated in Mayfield, Kentucky
• Salary winniensurate with education and

to attend the Funeral Services for
Tommy Walker.
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Slate' 19149

270-753-1001
4ANDRA D's Diner's
Specialty toe Creams
your flavor
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Dine at OW as IaeI
291 3816
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A eh*, needs you'
Become a foster parent up to $36/day
WKLOAFS
270-443-9004

DISCLAIMER
cuing the
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help wanted
tin ion

• 14 Paid Holidays
• Company Paid

• 4111I1/4 Plan
Send resume •e appk.it

Mayfield Machini.
& Tool. Inc.
110701d Pryursburg Itil
PO Box 738
Mayfield, KY 42066
270.2474501

Send resume to:
P.O. Box 10404
Murray. KY 42071

FULL OR PART time
housekeeping Murray
Plaza Hotel Apply in
person after 6 OOPM

NEEDED
07/03/07 to 12/20/07
P P & L Enterprises. LLC. Murray. KN
75% of
Wages: Minimum ot $165 per hour
hours listed on Jolt Order will he guaranteed.
All tools will be provided at no cost Free
housing provided to those beyond local
recruiting area Transportation and subsistence paid when 50% of contract is met
('ontact local state employment service

W99
FULL time position
now open tor ere

changer vornechanical
knowledge Economy
Tire 7534500
KELP WANTED
Part‘ull Mae 3 shifts
dairy 7 days a west
$9hr after paid
training • Benefits

office lob Order *KY 0244365

WAREHOUSE trruutv
POSITION AVAILABLE
Dunes ins bide pocking and processing orders. receivinventory mainienanke
ing and unloading
Requirements for the posiuon are forklift experience,
Ikense light to mixieraie lifting Loin
Naha
puler skills Must be self motivated arid energetic
impentive rages & benefits'
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OB/GYN Practice in a
new facility

Experience preferred.
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P.O. Box 1040•C

Noway,KY 42071
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Email us at
dolled@

LICENSED plumbers
Good pay
(2701210-6437

murrtOedgercom

ta
must
Ngh

Apply in person after
Oulzno's
1 00 PIA
1203 Chestnut Street
HOW does 2-3 hours•
day for intro pay 8 no
weekends sound to
you? USA TOOAY has
openings for neepend-

en 4w sawartimeli coat
sre parsed through
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HELP Wanted Hiring

Seed Reimer to: P.O. Sot 123, Alm. K1 42929

ant delivery persons
vioildng early 11100MIns how* in the
MuireyI lAayaield
areas. Applicants must
have good credit I
reliable transportation
To apply. Meese call
our 24 hour hotline at
I 888-854-6475

it

equipment ATVs
campers motorhomes
trailers almost anything 270-970-1010

USED APPLIANCES
WARD-ELKINS

New Listing-3 Mobiles
Large Garage-On 2
lots
All for under $70K.
Contact Mike Conley,
Olive Branch Auction
Realty
270.293.3232

Hem Fa Red

293-2557

ri

Junk cars, trucks and

le Furnishings

COUCH, leather reclin
er. computer desk, cab
inet, trampoline, ping
pong table, and foosball table.
270-293-9387

tractors 436-5235

NICE 2 bedroom
mobile home. 7539866 or 293-8385
NICE clean mobile
home, Neal Starks
Park Lane. Hardin.
437-4465
437-3907 before
8.30PM

antiwar
CASH paid for
good, used guns.
Benson Sporting
Goods, 519 S. 12th,
Murray.

GOOD used refngerators. electric ranges.
gas heaters, air condibaseboard
tioners.
heaters Used carpeting 753-4109

YARD -Foreman needed Previous experience preferred Apply
in person at Myers
Lumber Co 500 S 4th
St Murray

av :salable
•Rest pHs ti-i8

KIN st 101•kliti•
753-5500
JUNK cars & trucks
Call Larry 753-3633

Iota of experience and
loves kids 227-7733
NON-SMOKING mother providing child care
tor al ages Please _227-6089

Niffnelleill

"Wet
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Apnea* For Real
'
1 & 2 bdr apts No pets:,
Leave a message
270-753-1970
1 bedroom apt.
$250.00, S 6th St.
(270)761-2907
1 OR 2br apts. near
Murray
downtown
starting at $200/mo
753-4109

5 piece Pearl drumset
Stratta while lr deep
bass, complete with 3
boom
cymbals. 2
straight
1
stands,
stand. $600
731-232-81%

Calloway County
•'clonal History &
Family History
Books
759-4938
753-2350
PLAYSTATION 1 & 2
GAMES Now solcVtraded at Wood Electronics
on the Court Square
Huge Selection. Great
Prices' 753-0530

SATELLITES
DISH Network Satellite
Systems - Everyone
qualifies' Plasma
LCD TVs home enter
tainment centers. TV
carts surround sound.
HDMI & component cables Beasley

1BR furnished or
unfumished,low unit- .74
ties, no lease required,"'
no pets $245/mo
753-3949

WEIGHT bench ilith
leg altschmerd,
weights. bars, and
dumbbells,S in wool.
lent concalket. $300.
(270)293-6771 Leese

message
Pieno,
WHITNEY
S350 Wheels lot '99
Dodge Durango. $40
armoire,
Computer
11203 293-5134 anytime, 759-0083 after
WILD cherry r,
sawed boards. 100 BF
$5000 436-2328

1BR near MSU, other

locations available.

OWNER
FINANCE
'98 38R 284 $5,000
down $645 month 1
acre Murray area
753-1011

appliances. COMIllen
RE 753-9898

•

1BR. various locations
$200-$300 Coleman
RE 753-9898

1987 Schultz 14x64
with a 7x21 tel out, 3BR
2BA, all appliances
be
Must
ncluded
moved, $6.000 OBO
293-7257 or 227-3930

2811 2 full bath on quid^
street.
end
dead
garage.
Enclosed
1111.1C0
1.300
$575/month,
41.!.!
deposit. 759-1490

1997 28x70 38R 28A

2811 28A dopier with •
garage 270-75,3-7457
.
or 270-227-3054

Must

be

moved

(270)527-6604
2004 CLAYTON 16x80
vinyl siding, shingle
roof 38R, 2 bath. Moe
new (270)489-2525

28R apartments treadable Great location t
year lease, 1 month"'
deposit, no pets.
753-2905

94 Fleetwood,
16x80 on 1,67 acres.
(270)293-1974
FOR sale by owner.
on 1 -acre. 573
Potterteren rd. near
Wildcat Beech, sold as
a. asking $28,000.
questions contact

(860)646-01103

Antenna A Satelkt•
506-J N 12th St 7590901

5PIA
A. Carolled Technicen
Service/ repairs
759 36611

320

112
*weal

prom
CINDERELLA
dresses 1 size 4 yeilow, 1 size 8 blue 8150
.act 270-492-8614

NEED • tiabyeatter?
High school junior has

MON C011ikiTERS

$110 per month. Newe •
homes only. 492-8488

270
Roble Noma For Ss

HOME cleaning
senices 227-7129

Security

s Noma Lots For Reit
a3
lio[ 1
111

•Piiiiiipt pick-up

CLEANING for Homes
or Businesses I have
20 years experience
270-759-9553

Systems illabsites

Lovers
ANTIQUE
Lillian Russell 5 piece
bedroom
mahogany
group. $4,000
Jenny Lind 4 piece oak
twin bedroom group.
$1,800. 270-247-3139
EAST Lake chairs, 6
matching, good condition $300.00
436-2328

ASI I()
It Sts I. %RS

BABYSITTING
.6 00 am- 6 00 pm
-Mon.Fn
*Lunch aftlinvided
293-3682
Ask for Tiefui

Computer

freezer,
UPRIGHT
works good, Kirksey
area. $100.00

BUYING

SKYLINE
Communications is
now accepting applications for cabling teamoans Must be 21
years old, have valid
Inver s license & willng to travel No expefienc.e necessary
Benefits available
270-227-0396. 270293-6390, if no answer
leave message

FULL time assistant
positions
manager
available in Murray and
Cadiz. High school
diploma or equhrelent
required. Training provided Please apply at
Cash
Murray
the
Empress location 310
N. 12th Si. 270-753-

‘GRICULTURAL WORKERS

ms.this

lauded*

1k -sever

Employ et Insurante

experience

construction

RYAN'S Steakhouse
now hiring hot bar,
cold bar, bakery, display cook & dish Part
tirne & full time positions apply within

• Au Conditioned Shoe
• Paid Vacations

Individual must possess excellent oral. wntten and interpersonal communication skills
and be goal oriented.
This full-time position includes health &
dental benefits, paid vacation. and salary
plus CORtIlliSsloft. SAM) Will he based on

I BUY running or
fixable cars, trucks
vans tractors farm &

NOW taking applications for all positions
and all shifts Apply
in person at Sonic
DrIve-In. 217 5. 12th
St.. Murray, KY. No
phone calls.

r••• •
•••••••
• A FPO
A
not CU

Now luring an outgoing. energetic individual with a background in outsak sales to
service existing clients and expand ads ernser base for new regional publication.

753-1752

ANTIQUES Call Larry
753-3633

immediately,
NEED
Carpet layers helper
Apply at Joe Smith
Carpet 753-6660

Frisky 8:00 am. to 4:30 p.m.

PIO lit \II

Monday**solaria
Thureella I 30-5.00
arid all day Friday. 2702934269
SL UEGRASS Gerdriiii
Doyley Farm. 694
Crossland Rd. Murray
176351 Wed.-Sal. 104 30, pole $22.30 I up.
tvww.bluegrasegerdensnot
ii-vortore
tees blown.
Outside Inn °inlay

established
LOCAL
business seeking fulltime receptionisticustomer service rep Must
have excellent people.
computer and typing
High school
skills
diploma required Send
resume to PO Box
1040-C, Murray, KY
42071

DO you low working
with kids?
Wee Care Enterpnses
may be just the place
for you, FuN time positions available
Apply at
Martial Arts America
1413 Olive Blvd
Murray. KY 42071
(270)753-6111

sill be taken from Tuesday. June
Appl ail,
1 uesday.June 19 at the AC'A
sigh
ihri
12
Office located at 328 East
Broadway. Mayfield. Kentucky or at the
7th
Employment Services Offices at 419 S.
Street. Mayfield, Kentucky. the Employment
7 10
Services Office is open Monday/Tuesday
8(X)
sday
ay/Thur
Wednesd
p.m.
5'30
am to
.
a.m. to 4:30 p.m. and Enday 7 30 a.m to 1200
p.m. The ACA Office is open Monday through

11 \SI
R1\11% \I
I \N lK 1 I I 'sll ON

Candied
AFAA
Exercise Instructor now
offering 1-on-1 training

LARGE
SELECTION

(270) 753-1713

e pawnor

June 15.2007 at 12110 pm.

GOVERNMENT.'
1ST.
FUNDS FOR
TIME HOME BUYERS! Zero down, Your
land or family land
Ends
731-584-9429
June 15

On the Square Murray

14141 Opportunity Employer

Position Opening for:

_CALLOWAY Gardens
I Essex Downs Apts
accepting beds kir
resurfacing perking
lota••1505 Diuguid Dr.
753-8556

freezer,freezer
CHEST
small
Kenmore,
$50 00, trash compactor. stainless steel
for garage $10000
436-2328

cowen@hcmc-tn.org

JACKSON PURCHASE AC A

The Calloway County Sheriff's
Office will be closing

OPEN INTERVIEWS!
Monday-Friday 9AM-4PM
Saturday SAM-NOON

Henry County Medical Center
P.O. Box 1030

211 South 12th Street
PO Box 1075
Murray. KY 42071
WARNING ORDER ATTORNEY

NOTICE

6
Office Hours 8 am.-12 p.m.j
1 p.m. to 4 p.m.

Pepsi MidAmerica

lent benefit and salary package including
health, vision, dental, and retirement.
Interested candidates should send a
resume or apply in person.

Gerald Bell. Eaq
linveratork. Bell & Pitman

Central Heat and Air
Accepting Applications

AM or PM_Ma
astic individuals to
Pepsi MidAmenca is seeking local enthusi
er relations Job
work at the store level and help build custom
space, inventory and
requires maintenance of in-store shelf
and requires lifting of
displays Jobs require own transportation
nights
20 Ibs Must work some week-ends and

We provide a sign -on bonus and an excel-

42117I

270-753-8556
TDD 1-800-545-1833- Ext. 283

Murray. KY

of Tennessee. New grads welcome.

made by
t',lire.. a defense Or •Ill•wer to the lawsuit is
by
you on or heriar June 110. 2007. a Judgment
Comes of the
default may be. granted against you
tit*
of
Clerk
the
Complaint can be obtained from
Judicial
l'allotaav Circuit Court Calltway County
Kentucky
114114ing, 312 North 4th Street Murray.

V01,1%

%Nom PEPS/ M/DA MERICA

Henry County Healthcare Center is seek
ing LPNs & CNAs for our skilled and
long term care facility. The positions are
full-time and part-time with flexible
schedules available. Interested candidates
must be licensed or certified by the State

,. aed

Nikki Pt
(11 11/1 I

k'-•••••

1505 Diuguid Drive • Murray, KY 42071

NoTicK

It

%

t 2nd Run,
1825 Column Inch,60% Discoun
40% Discount 3rd Run. Period
Day
6
(All 3 Ads Aili& Run Within
. ' Guide)
r column inch extra for Moeda

2614 duplex, nice.
CM/A, appliences fur- .
noshed. Various locations. Coleman RE
753-9898
2811 near MSU, C/H/A.
applences Coleman
RE 753-9898
31311 28.6 duplex, fireplace, dining room
Coleman RE 753-9898
48R 28A, all appli*nal. central H/A
olernan RE 753-9898

NI
MINWITORA
"Fa"Naci,

Has einuar

411 SW
Avails
40sw
CIMINOControl

753-3113

CIASSIHEDS

Murray Ledger & 'nmes

3 PARTY GARAGE
SALE

it

GARAGE
SALE

apple decor, angels, baby (terns swing,
caeseat, Johnny jumper, etc... lots of
baby clothes - infant boys & girls
clothes. Girls, men & women clothing,
maternity clothes(M-XL), shoes

108 Megan Or.
Fri., June 15 &
Sat., June 16
7AM-2PM

MOVING SALE
280 Tom Taylor Trail, off of 641S
before midway, 2nd house on
right next to body shop
Friday & Sat 8:00-5:00
All good furniture, new trundle bed, almost
new roll top desk, solid oak table & 4
chairs, 2 coffee tables, 2 hard rock maple
end tables, new high back office chair,
small appliances, excellent condition sofa
sleeper, small drop leaf 3 chairs, misc

3 FAMILY YARD SALE
1407 Misty Creek Dr.
Fri., June 15 & Sat., June 16
7AM-12PM
brass king size headboard, china, dishware,
antiques, collectibles, pictures, tins, lamp, tnpod, home items, girls' size 5 clothes, ladies'
clothes, carseat, cutter quilts, bicycle, books,
exercise equipment, tools, Nintendo Game
Cube games and memory cards, much more

YARD SALE
345 Century Drive
121 S. around five miles out of Murray.
Road on left. Watch For Signs!

Sat., June 16th •7 a.m.-?
Lots at toys. stuffed animals, kite girls clothes,
adult & children shoes, books, children's VHS
movies, men arid women clothes. nde-on toys,
high chair, infant seat, caps, winter coats, bassinet,
some kitchen items & lots more!!!

EVERYTHING MUST GO!!

3[MaiProp. For Rant
LIVE Oak Apts.
OFFICE or retail space
Newly Remodeled
available. Prime loca1BR $290.00
tion. 753-2905,
2BFI $340.00
293-1480
38R $425.00
UNIVERSITY Square $100 deposit special
1300 sq. ft. to 4500 sq
for qualified applicants.
ft. CENTURY 21
Office hours 8-2
•toretta Jobs
Mon-Fri
REALTORS
Call today for appointl-"tS3 1492
ment
UPSTAIRS floor 401-A
753-8221
Maple, 4,000 sq.ft. or
NOW LEASING
can be divided. pnvate
1, 2.8 3bedroom Apts.
offices,
restrooms.
We accept Section
counter space, cabivouchers
nets, conference room
Apply at Mur-Cal Apts.
270-978-0698
902 Northwood Dr
Monday.
380
Wednesday. Friday
Pets i Supplies
Phone 759-4984
Equal Housing
AKC
German
Opportunity
from
TDD *1-800-648-6056 Shepherds
Hickman
Kennels.
RED OAKS APTS.
Excellent
German
Special
import bloodlines for
$100 Deposit
working and protection
1BR $325
731-352-2694 or 7312BR $375
415-1846
Call Todayl
AKC white Boxer pup753-0668.
pies. $350. 761-2785
"oases For NW
NICE 3BR 284 with
carport. $650. Lease.
no pets. 753-7457,
227-3054
•.•
! •
an
A&F Warehousing
Near MSU $20-50
753-7668
574

lit it .1 SS
SEA" -s101( M

with .•
457: •
.orait
Nnfir

-A Ikea Place in Store"
Hwy 121N, across from
National Guard A
v71/-759-5555
Vt I \Ilk%

AL RENTALS
MINI-STORAGE
Now renting
Located at 720 S. 4t6 St.

270-436-S49
270-293-6M

DOG Obedience
436-2858.
FATHER'S day special'
rare Blue Merle Sheltie
puppies
(270)345-2627
GREAT Pyrenees puppies, AKC registered,
excellent
parents.
ready soon, 753-5371
WNW freewebs com/cih
leh
NEW FOUNDLAND
Akita mix. shots &
wormed, $75.00 270853-3662

111111
AOHA 9 year old grey
gelding. 6 year old blue
roan mare, trail horses,
gentle. $1,500 0/30
Western show saddle
16- 705-8208

GUINEAS. babies $3.
'--adults $7, buy 6 of
*soother get 7th free, ter
MURRAY Store and
tile hatching eggs
Lock presentty has
great for tick. insect &
toots available 753
control
snake
2905 or 753-7536
(731)642-6837
PENNY Mini Storage
10X15 units 0 $35
VISA/MC
270 293 3232

STRAW $2.00 bale
you pock up. 210-1272
BMWs

MOVER
MINISTORAGE
onside ciimate control
St0f11911
'Security alarmed
•Safe & clean
•We sell boxes'
•we rent U-Haui,
753-9600

3 unit rental. 502 S
erh St 6110.000
(270)761-2907

2 FAMft_Y
YARD SALE
102 Van Cleave
Rd.. off 94E
behind Happy
Holiday Travel
Fri. 6 Sat.
7AM-'- late
afternoon
misc, tan* size seirnming pool, dotes. krniture. toys. beds &
bed Irene

REAL ESTATE &
PERSONAL PROPERTY

Yard tisis

121N in Coldwater
Friday •7AM
Rain or Shine

Thursday, June 14, 2007 • SB

Saturday, June 16, 2007•10 a.m.
From Murray take South 16th Street to Wiswell to
Kingswood Subdivision, to Queensway Street
house number 110. Set auction signs.

clothing, stereos
furniture, misc
items Cash only

LARGE
YARD SALE

This nice 3 bedroom, 1-1/2 bath, living room, kitchen &
dining room - open floor plan, utility, fenced in backyard, new windows and new heat pump in 2006. carport.

121N TO
COUNTY LINE
TH, FRI, & SAT
7AM-?

Make your lead base paint inspections before auction date. This house will
be sold as is and will be offered at auction at 12 noon.
Terms: 15% down day of auction, balance in 30 days with deed.
For more information phone 767-9223.

Fire truck toddler
bed, toddler boy
clothes, TV, teen
girls clothes, home
intenor items,
much more,

Personal Property: Nice 4 piece bedosini suite, may be cherry - phone
beach - bed & dresser - knee hole desk - bed & dresser - twin bed - spindle back rocker - sofa & chair - maple coffee table - lamp table - stereo color t.v. - hide-a-bed sofa - recliner - floor lamp - maple table & 4 ladder
hack chairs - kerosene lamp - 2 old dining chairs - corner what nots - picture & frames - radio - VCR - 8 track tapes - old baskets - large wall mirror - like new washer & dryer - like new frost free refrigerator microwave - primitive yam winder - 2 old quilt boxes - 40 to 50 old quilts
- costume jewelry - card table- vanity lamps - fan on stand - Rogers extra
plate silverware - green & pink depression - shaker set - oriental doll - old
Shirley Temple doll - figurines - blue covered stone piece - Comingware
- stoneware set - old tea glasses - stem glasses - McCoy vase - old glass
& china - milk glass - Princess china - cast iron ware - pots & pans - small
electric appliances - exercise chair and much more.
Vol responsible for accidents. Lunch available.

YARD
SALE
1310 Diuguid
Fri., June 15 &
Sat., June 16

TERRY DON PASCHALL - BROKER 767-9223
DARRELL BEANE 435-4420 or DAN MILLER 435-4144
ASSOCIATE AND AUCTIONEERS
Licensed & Bonded in KY & Tenn. #1281 Firm 2333
"My Service Doesn't Cost. It Pays"

7AM-?

STATEWIDE CLASSIFIEDS
ANNOUNCEMENTS

INSTRUCTIONAL

'ADVERTISERS: You
can place a 25-word
classified ad in 70
Kentucky newspapers
for as little as $250 with
one order, one payment. Fix information,
contact the classified
department of this
newspaper or call KPS
1-502-223-8821

Attend College Online
from home 'Medical,
•Business. 'Paralegal,
'Computers, •Cnrninal
Justice Job placement
assistance
Financial
Aid and Computer provided itquakfied Call
8 6 6 - 8 5 8 2 1 21
wee onlinetidewatertech corn

BUILDINGS

MEDICAL

*All Steel! Clear Span &
Truss
buildings.
Excellent value and
service. Spring and
Summer
discounts.
Sentinel
Building
Systems,
800-3270790 ext. 26 www.sentinelbuildings.com

'Absolutely no cost to
you!! All brand new
power
wheelchairs,
hospital
beds and
scooters. Immediate
delivery. Call Toll Free
1-888-998-4111 to qualify

•Huge Savings on Arch
Steel
BuildingsCanceled Orders- 3
left. 25x36 & 35x44. No
reasonable
Otter
Refused! Call today!
866-352-0716

'New
Power
Wheelchairs, Scooters,
Absolutely NO cost to
you! Act NOW before
program ends!!! Call
TOLL FREE 1-800-3542066
REAL ESTATE

BUSINESS
SERVICES
•Attention
Homeowners: Display
homes wanted for vinyl
siding, windows, roofs,
baths.
Guaranteed
financing! No payments
until January 2008.
Starting at $99 month.
Call 1-800-251-0843.

-Kentucky
Lakefront
$69,990. Save $30,000
One
Day
Only!
Saturday, June 30th.
Amenities.
water,
Sewer & paved roads
Buy now, build later.
Call owner today. 866386-0996.

•Onver Don't lust start
your career, Stan it
right! Company sponsored CM training in 3
weeks Must be 21
Have CDC? Tuition
reimbursementl CAST
866-917-2778.
Driver, New May Pay
Increase. 43 CPM to 47
CPM
Guarantee
liometime, Company or
Lease purchase available, BC/BS, CDL-A
and 6 months experience required 800441-4217 ext KY-100
'Driver:
Owner
Operators
ONLY:
Regional freight from
Louisville.
$1.20pm
average! Home often &
weekends. Plates available. NOT forced dispatch. Call Max at T&T!
1-800-511-0082.
-Driver- Sitting more
than 2 hours for a load
at your current company'? Sit No More!! Call
Joyce or Travis. We
keep your 5th wheel
loaded!!!
888-3464639. 4mos. OTR expenence required. Owner
Ops. 800-437-5907
www.knighttrans.com
*Drivers- ASAP! Drivers
Needed!
$1000+
Weekly. $0 Lease/
$1.20pm.
Sign-on
Bonus. COL-A + 3 mos
OTR 800-635-8669.

'Lake Bargain! 1+ acre
$29,900
FREE
Ponta:in Boat & FREE
PACK RAT'S
HELP WANTED
Boat Slips! Unspoiled
YARD SALE
•A Cool Travel Job!! acreage with access to *Drivers: Class-A
CDL
Now hinng 18-24 guys/ totally private, Jimmy Drivers Local Positions
1610 Magnolia
gals to work and travel Houston endorsed bass (2 yr recent
exp
Fri & Sat
entire USA. Paid train- lake. Paved roads, utili- required) 502-452-1098
7:30AM-?
ing. Transportation and ties, soils tested. LAKE- wersv.abdrivers.corn
lodging furnished. Call FRONT
Junction of Hwy 641 S. and Tobacco Rd.(Midway)
available.
Unusual
today, Start today. 1- Excellent financing. Call *Drivers,
New
Vehicles/Equipment: 2003 F-150 Ford 4X4 V-6 Auto 50K; Chevy Short
decorative +terns,
877-646-5050.
Bed Camper Top and Bed liner; 6X10 Tilt Bed Trailer with 4' removable
now 1-866-685-2562 Southeast regional run.
Plenty of freight and
sides, 5KW Electnc Start Generator 10HP; Gas Power Cement Mixer;
Duncan Phyfe
x.1217.
•Norwegian
great miles. Pay after
Metal Display Shelving; Guns/Coins/Flags: 2 US Flags with 48 Stars; 3
Sofa, furniture
Pharmaceutical 'Lake Lot Bargain 1+ each tnp. Join a stable
1923 Peace Dollars and other coins. Pre WWII Model 11 Remington;
Company expanding in acres with FREE boat company.
& misc
Kentucky
Furniture/Appliances: 4 Dining Room tables with chairs; full size refrigU.S. Many positions slips- $34,900. Nicely 8 6 6 - 5 9 4 - 5 1 0 7
erator and dorm room size also; 2 office desks; executive office chair;
available. Earn up to wooded lake access www.willisshaw.com
Exercise Equipment: Bowflex XTL with pull down, squat and leg exten$3000-$4800/mo. Fr or property in brand new
sion adaptors; Nordicktrack Nordick Climber; Nordictrack Treadmill
Regional
$800-51500/mo. PT premier development *Drivers:
(Walkfrt 5000).Prints: Framed Ducks Unlimited wildlife pnnts: 'Hidden
Needed!
based on performance. on spectacular 160,000 Drivers
2212 Quail
Companion". -Mallards by Tom Hirata #306/750; "From outta nowhere" by
Training provided. Call acre recreational lake! Company/ Owner operCreek Drive
David Lanier #1766/4850; "Sitting Ducks" by C. Don Ensot, 1987 Plate #
888-298-4558 or Fax Prime waterfronts avail- ators, Solos & Teams.
XXXIX; "In the fast lane"- Canvasbacks by Terry Doughtry; and several
Resume EOE.
Saturday
able. Call 1-800-704- Home every 7-10 days.
Receive Top pay! Paid
more to boot. Other Items: includes Nascar Models; Trunks; household
3154 x1242.
7AM-2PM
•Part-Time,
homeOrt. & Sign-on Bonus!
items; several speaker sets; metal wash tubs; cross cut saws; baskets;
based
Internet busiSPORTING/SPORTOwn part of your oomlamps; quilt;
girt clothing,
ness.
Earn
$500ING GOODS
pany (ESOP) EOE/AA
Visit (Auctionzip corn) and enter Auction ID#8652 tor pictures and updates
.children's toys
$1,000/ month or more.
Employer
TSMT
Mike
Conley-Aucti
oneer
&
Broker-Max
WItzler-AuctI
oneer,
(boys & girls),
Flexible hours. Training 'CHERRY BLOSSOM (877)849-9104
Olive Branch Auction & Realty.
provided. No invest- GOLF/COUNTRY
misc. items
ment required. FREE CLUB, Georgetown. 'Drivers; Top pay 47c
Not Responsible for accidents. Announcements day of sale take precedence
Voted #1 public access mile includes 3e bonus.
details. wvnv.K348.com
over printed material. For additional information contact Mike Conley
golf
course
by Home weekly. Paid on(270.293.3232) or Max Wither (270.853.1911). (Food Available).
'Seeking Host Families GolfVVeek Magazine. entation. BCBS insurfor exchange students. Join us for your next ance, low premiums,
Has own insurance and round or outing. Call Class-A COL requited:
.
Real Estate
Homes For Sail
spending
money. 502-570-9849.
866 - 804Promotes
World
www.transportameil-:::
All Real Estate adver
1,100 sq.ft home +
TRAVEL
Peace!
American
ca.com
tised in the newspape
300 sq.f.t. upstairs,
Intercultural Student
S subject to the
•Destin, Fort Walton •Go Home this week13650 U.S. Hwy. 641N,
Exchange. 1-800-SIB14. 15. 16 inch
Federal Fair Housing
Puryear, TN. Must be
Beach, South Walton & end! Run regional'
LING
(1-800-742-546
4)
Starting at $20
Act of 1968, as amendmoved. $10,000 OBO.
Port St. Joe, Florida. $ 45/mile! Home most
www.aise.com
ed, which makes it ille- (270)293-1437 Dan
Mounted
Stay in beautiful beach weekends! Run
close to
gal to advertise any 2,200 square foot brick
•Semi-Trailer Repair: homes, cottages and home! Blue Cross/ Blue
preference, limitation. home. 3
large bedLouisville Area. Must condos. Visit website. Shield! 401K! Heartland
or discrimination based
rooms, 2 bath, walk in
on-line! Express
have own hand tools. Reserve
1-800-441
'94 Caravan 3.0 motor
on race, color, religion, closets, nice subdivi40 Hrs/ week. Pay www.SouthernResorts. 4953 svivrw heartlandexCARPORT sex, or national origin. sion, fully remodeled, & rebuilt trans. '95 350 based on experience. corn 800-737-2322
press COT
30 over fresh rebuilt.
or an intention to make
SALE
Mimosa Lane 293'86 Chevy PU 305. Can 502-637-7627.
any such preference, 4749
TRUCK DRIVERS
'New Regional & OTR
install. 293-2557
606 S. 9th St.
limitation, or discrimiHELP WANTED
'The
Louisville
positions now available
3EIR 28A home with 2
nation. This newspaper
Fri., June 15th Technical Institute is
car garage located at
in
your area! New
.#1
Truck
will
Driving
not knowingly
Sat., June 16th
IMINyVaNdis
seeking evening part2100 Carol Dr., Murray.
School. Training dnvers Equipment, premium
accept
advertising
any
7 am-4 pm
time faculty to teach in
Quiet neighborhood,
for England. Swift & pay package, great
for real estate which is
excellent
the Computer Graphic
condition. 1995 Nissan
Exercise equip.,
in violation of the law
Werner. Dedicated runs benefits. Call 877-484Pathfinder. 170,000
Design
Asking $139,000. Call
program.
mirrors, tv-videos,
Our readers are hereby
available.
Starting 3061 or visit us at
miles, good condition,
for details 270-753Bachelor's degree with
www oakleytransport.c
informed
that
all
glassware, M-W-K
$50,000+
Salary
Home
new
tires,
$2,500.
270-293-7999
6390 or
three years of experidwellings advertised in
clothes, kit appliweekends! 1-866-458- om
'43-7491, 210-1612
ence in field required
this newspaper are
I \I VIFDIATE
ance, computer
3633.
*Regional
Flatbed
Working knowledge of
lit It I RI I ITT!
available on an equal
parts, dishes
programming
logic,
'Driver- 55K Sign-on Drivers: NOW PAYING
opportunity basis "
Earn
graphic design and bonus for experienced $.40/milein
HUGE MOVING
print media needed; teams: Dry Van & Temp $50,000 PLUS 6%
'98I,throlii Ion ii
t.• is t%.l rcatl‘eprtiralso familiarity with Control. Solo lobs also Bonus! Home every
YARD SALE
11,- Kt Hot svs
Cur. mint condition
ert ysolvers.corn
Photoshop. available. Regional & weekend arid 1-2 times
12-m7'61
‘n%
location.
-HOME
52,000
miles.
local
810 S. 9th St.
Dreamweaver, Flash, OTR. 0/0s & CDL-A per week!! Great benecar. Price reduced
%it% 'ondition PRICE REULA., D
MySOL. MyPHP and Grads welcome. Call fits including 401K! 6
Fri., June 15th
ii.ervit II% I:prop270-767-9(44
New
construction.
Visual
Basics software. Covenant (866)684- mo tit & Class-A CDL
11 am-?
er-1i s.iI ers.('ioni
1086 Robertson Rd.
req'd. Wabash Valley
270-519-M644
Teaching/related expe- 2519. EOE.
aBfll 2-1/2 bath. Over
Transportation,
Inc.
Sat., June 16th
rience preferred. For
270-761-11WV
3,000 square feet
consideration,
7 am-?
send •Dnver- Are you getting 8 0 0 - 2 4 6 - 6 3 0 5
'95 Saab 9000CS
under roof 1-1/4 acres,
a pay increase'? Roehl yews./ wvtonline.com
to
Runs great $3,900 resume
Furniture, rugs,
city utilities. Call
skoppe101ouisvil- drivers have! Practical
liSal
lateProasny
978-0742
080
linens, home decor,
270-293-2512
530
letech.edu
Dr. Route and top 10 pay.
or
microwave, small
1986 Plymouth Reliant. Sheree P. Koppel, Up to $3,000 Sign-on
Services Cased
LAKE
BARGAIN
LOT
window a/c
753-6747
Academic Dean, 3901 Bonus. Students and
IRON & ars
14•AC-$34,900
Atkinson Square Or,, 0/0 welcome. Class-A
S195/M0.*
L&M
Louisville, KY 40218 or required. Call today'
WirREE Boat Slips!
Wes
LAWN SERVICE
MOTORCYCLE
8 7 7 - 774 - 5 3 1
fax to 502-456-2341.
Unbelievable
Deal!
Mowing, Manicuring
INSURANCE
WWW.GoRoehl.conNicely wooded lake
2001 Dodge Caravan
& Landscaping
510
access property in
53.400 moles. $7.500
Satisfaction guaranteed
MCKINNEY INS. OBO, 753-6178.
corner of 121N &
Cuomo
brand new premier
Call 753-1816
development
100 N.5TH STREET
Rob Mason Rd.
or
293-5169
N& Naos
Or Za4611
Kentucky Lake Paved
Sat. • 7AM-12PM
Ii
753-3500
2005 Layton Lite travel
rd.
baby clothes & items,
Used hicks
trailer. 26', excellent
1-270-705-3555
BOAT
u/g utile. Prime
small maternity
01 Yamaha Warrior,
condition
Extended
Yard mowing starting in
INSURAN
waterfronts avail. Call
CE
clothes. lades Small
1994 Dodge LWB 4White Bros E-Series
warranty.
$12,000
the city at $15 a yard &
now 1-800-704-3154. pipe, K&N
clothes. electrons,
WD. white, 134.xxx,
air titter
(270)227-9787
pressure washing No
MCIUNNEY
INS.
x.1233
furniture household.
good condition, power
w/precharger, re-jetted
Coke collectibles &
lee N.5111 STREET odd lobs too smallFree
carb, Alba Nerf bars, everything, good tires.
estimates
'04 with Slide-out. Used
Much more
many MOM new accesruns good $3,500
/amp
3 times. See at Mitchel
sories. $2,700 759- 080. 759-9924
Hill Electric
Bros_ Paving inside
5911
Since 1986
shop. 753-1537
1044- acres in Kirksey
1990 Suncruiser 20 ft.
1993 Ford Ranger, 424 noun survou
1983 200 Yamaha 3
area Wooded, provide
pontoon
boat
with
cyl.. 5-speed, air new
Res.. Corn.. & Ind.
wheeler. Noce, garage
4-1/2 acres & douinciudes utilities, welt
48HP 1995 Evinrude
Son, in good condition.
Licensed & Insured
kept, only used tor deer
Nevoid, 5 bedrooms 3 septic , gravel pot can
outboard Seats 8-10.
82,500.(270)978-0198
All jobs. big or small
hunting since new.
baths, shop & other out
subdivide CaN
condition.
Good
after
227-8284
$850
building
489-2450. 1270)489-2979. leave
1969 F150, runs/looks
Includes trailer. $6000
4PM
293-0035
good, 5 speed. AC. KAYOT pontoon 28
(270)759-1600
Call
message
bedliner, $2,100.
x102 days. (270)436- 227-8575 Dirt Cheep
100HP
Johnson
Lawn Service.
762-9959
Needs carpet, no trail- 2983 evenings.
Mowing. bush trimer,
$2.000.
Loading Dock of Murray Ledger & Times
1986 F250 diesel,
ming, gutter cleaning,
270-436-6229. mobile
1989 Crappie Bomber
Rebuilt engine. 454. 615-631-8151
First Corn.• First Serve
spring cleaning. &
Please No Phone Calls
classic 227-2852
$2.300, 270-853-5042
much more

Olive Branch Auction Realty(OBAR)
Tuesday Night (5 p.m.) June 19th

YARD SALE

4-PARTY
YARD SALE
605 S. 9th St
Friday & Sat
7:00-?
Something
for everyone

USED TIRES

Call 753-5606

i

4 PARTY
GARAGE
SALE

R

753-3500

75

FREE PALLETS

562
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CCHS students compete at state

Calhoun Construction, LLC
General Contracting

II \I
\(.I

• Commercial/Residential
Remodeling, Additions,
Repairs, Concrete & Roofing

,11
\'
\l

weal) A pcy %al
•locally ‘/%61wdioperaled

759-1151 • 293-2783
293-2784

Office: 270-761-67%
Cell: 270-978-1007

14;
arawiar.
Tree N1aintemince & Debris Removal
Trees shaped. trimmed or removed
Stump remosal • All modern equipment
24 hour einerpency service

Ron Frame, Jr.
Res 270-474-0323 • Cell: 270-227-3140
'Sorb is complete until customer is satisfied "

Houston Qualits
• aistruction

JOES JOBS
'1111.111 1111(jsChirlif
64., %Aid \WI

whin!.

%cirri

-;1.4 t44• 227-4-'1,41
Lake City Fess*
It %Mee
error tillealms•
-wens 410
{bele Ma gren
•ItelIdeatiel Atiminertiel

RI \II si.o.itint;

436-286-7 Lambs
Professional Tree
Service Complete tree
removal. etc Insured
436-5141 A-AFFORDROLE Hauling. Clean

out garages. gutters.
lure8 tree work •
A-1 Joe's Mower
repair Free pick-up
delivery 436-2867
A-1 Stump Removal
Fully insured
437-3044

• II
Inc: 12701753464ô
.11: i27111227.3012
CA'
VVailpapering Painting
Cleaning 270- 227

6606 731-498-8904
NADEAU'S
Construction

AAA HANDYMAN
All types of carpentry
additions. decks
Hauling, clean up Junk
Garage yards
buildings'
Prompt dependable
Free estimates
35 yrs experience
Anytime 753-9210

293-4954
CARPINTRV
I hwy... 4..
(II
ilansmer ag.ng ft,.
"• •t
APPLIANCE REPAIR
SERVICE I PARTS
i270i 29J8726 OR
759-5534
Chuck Van Buren

iflooring .Decks
•Vinyl siding *All other
Home Improvements
(270)976-2111
Licensed & Insured

1 RAN IS

ASPHA I:I
ra.ina. Seek-meting
& Hauling
TONI' TRAVIS

270-753-2279
,AL K11(ii
I RUCKING

ROY HILL.
Septic system gravel
*NW rock
436-2113

Dozer wort I Track
hoe

D-61-4. 12 ft blade

clearing. fence rows
unciertinishing ponds
waterways
19 yrs expenence
, Greg Renfro.

'270-2934371' A
Cleaning
Service All external
cleaning Vinyl, fences
etc (270)527-7176

DAVID'S

ONJ HANDYMAN
We du all the odd lobs
you don't have time
tor
Painting siding roofs.
decks

293-5438

GARDEN q EDEN
LAW, ARE

GREG TRAVIS/Ledger & Times

Travis
Karissa Wilcox: David Herring Back Row:
Pictured above, from lett, are: Sarah Burkeen.
Jaimig
Okuda;
Nozomu
:
Pictured
Carson Not
Lamb; Trevor Bohannon; Adam Thompson, Tyler
Derrick Christopher
and
White;
Patti
d;
Bourtan
Lilly
Murdock;
Travis Stom, Patti White, and
Lamb snd pla,.c. Gaines.
Carson - fourth place Mei
Sarah Karissa Wilcox - second place Hourlaril.
Lilly
Level I Translation.
her. Realia
Trevor Bohannon and Travis Burkeen. I )(Int k Christop

k 1 TON
C‘141
I \\\

436-5507

YOUR AD
COULD RE
HERE FOR
ONLY $7.5.00
A MONTH
CALL 733.1916

ROOFING/VINYL
SIDING
Metal or Shingles
,ocol - Free Eshmates

2104054696
STRUCTURAL. flooring, and remodeling
No pb too small Call
Kenny 247-7061. Cell
804 8979

Read the
Classified

489-2689• 293-6073

270)753- 1499 SAM Construction
73 1)247-5464 Roofing. fencing. sidCHAS& I Mike
Stockwell's Metal
'Roofung& vinyl
Swing. 759.1085.
4276238

help/
NEED
Handyman Services
All remodeling inside &
,t Tile electrical No
,ob too small Free estimates
(731)247-3001,
(731)363-3511
I Hancock0wk net

THE Murray Ledger 8
Times considers its
226a1441; • 41-42112 sources reliable, but
inaccuracies
occur Readers using
this information do so
at their own risk
Although persons and
mencompanies
tioned herein are
believed to be reputable, The Murray
THLLL tree
Service
Ledger I Times nor
removal, any of its employees
Trimming
stump grinding fire- accept any responsiwood Insured
bility whatsoever for
,11 1
their activities

(&C
&111111•1111111
4141Jirrawi. Reoffes,
/lin Ai A Ihrow Repair

(270)205-2428

from
students
Several
Calloway County High School
competed in Latin at the 2007
State World Language Festival
in May at the University of
Kentucky. Below is a list of
those students placing first, second, third or fourth in their categones of competition:
Sarah Burkeen - first place Level III Translation: first place
- Level III Derivatives; fourth
Ill
Level
place
Grammar/Vocabulary.
Adam Thompson - first place
- Level I Derivatives: fourth
place - Level I Culture/History.
Nozomu Okuda - second
place - Costumes: third place Level IV Culture/History: third
place - Level IV Derivatives;
fourth place - Level IV
Grammar/Vocabulary.
Jaimie Murdock - second
place -- Level IV Recitation:
founh place - Level IV
Translation.
David Herring - fourth place
- Level I Translation, Tyler

DISTOM SOUJODRI

ASPHALT
DSW
Mitchell Bros. 1-AINTINt
Paving
759-0501
753-1537

Murray Ledger & 'Times

CLASSIFIEDS

ing. painting decks
Free estimates 23
years experience
(270)839-0207
12701887-9729

Section
TRENCHING
731-782-3951
731-336-5288
WE more yards Good
price 435-4480.
304-6850

Photo provided

stuAWARD WINNER: Murray Middle School fourth grade
ium at
dents attended an awards program in May in the auditor
throughMMS Many awards were given for accomplishments
memfamily
other
and
Parents
year.
school
out the 2006-07
as
bers enjoyed the recognition All students received awards
om.
classro
the
in
worked
well as parent volunteers who
in
Pictured above is Rachel Todd, fourth grade student
having
Michele Handegan's classroom, with her award for
more than 500 AR points for the year.

Photo provided

MMS HONORS: Murray Middle School parents, grandparents
the
and staff gathered in May in the auditorium to recognize
MMS.
s
at
student
grade
fifth
the
of
nts
many accomplishme
work
Awards were given in recognition of the students
Lucas
above
d
throughout the school year. Picture
om,
Stubblefield, fifth grade student in Amanda Tipton's classro
after
ield
Stubblef
tte
Marguti
ther,
grandmo
his
from
hug
a
gets
the awards ceremony.
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Horoscope
for
IiIRTHDA1
HAITI
riday. June 15.2007:
this year. you often will have to
ask for confirmation or clarity
You might think it is you. hut in
truth, others also misunderstand
or don't base clear communication The wise path this year
would he one where you rethink
&Liston.. holding yourself back
from split-second decisions.
Snap iudgments won't work this
year Fistal responsibility might
he fundamental to your life
working It you are single. tall
2007 presents you with an interesting person. In some way. you
might feel you hase met this

person in another litctime.It
you are attached, your relationship could be the subject of misunderstandings. Clarify and get
to the real meaning. You might
be Just AS confusing to your
sweetie. CANCER helps you
spend money.

VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
**** Though you might feel

strangely out of kilter, all will
work out well Keep in mind what
you want and expect A nurturing
friend or associate pitches in and
gives you support. What can be
accomplished might amaze you
Tonight Find your friends
UBRA (Sept. 23-Oct 22)
** Assume your rightful posiThe Stars Show the Kind of
of respect and leadership. If
tion
ic:
5-Dynam
Have:
Day You'll
don't see yourself this way
you
-So-so;
4-Positive. 4-As erage: 2
and act accordingly. much might
spin out of control Your instincts
prove to be important when dealARIES (March 21-AprIl 19)
with a child or loved one
ing
*** Break away from the hec- Tonight A must appearance
tic and inaugurate a more easy- SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
going style Certainly a change ***** Assume that you don't
of pace could make all the differhave all the facts. People who
ence Consider that you could
have information can only tell
accomplish more if you are not
you what they see and someracing from one situation or times inadvertently exclude
issue to another Slow down in
details Confusion might surorder to be effective Tonight
round a friendship as well as
Mosey on home
financial dealings Tonight Put
TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
on a favonte piece of music
***** As you realize. the SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec.
words you choose as well as 21)
your body language carry a mes- ***** You will want to defer
sage Careful, as the planet Riland listen more How you view a
ing communication does a backsituation could change dramatitoday
starting
pg
ward
catty as the day progresses A
Understand what you would like
to do Tonight Happiness plus

GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
Expenses could add up
**
without you realizing what happened Turn around and eye a
situation, you might need to
study what is going on before
you make an instant determinebon Communication runs amok
Tonight Smile away
CANCER (June 21-July 22)
***** Your ability to read
between the lines pays off How
people act today and in the near
future might have very little to do

with what they are feeling
Confirm important details and
meetings If 8 flub-up occurs,
don 1 be surprised Tonight
I:lease. lust ask,

Photo provided
were given
ary
Element
East
from
winners
'ACCELERATED READERS: Accelerated Reeding
rger and
Emstbe
Debbie
s.
sponsor
SChool
iheir
by
's special treat at the end of the school yew
Cody
Lowe.
Daisy
,
Rogers. Jennifer LaRose
Itary Nesbitt Student winners Levi Baker. Erica
for
Murray
of
tour
and
ride
a
limo
to
d
utch Nate Clause. and Brett Garner were escorte
read
books
on
e
averag
above
or
percent
911ceeckng the 100-200 point range with an 80

LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
*** Assuming a quiet, observant stance works Act like the
Loon about to pounce Although
you might not be checking out
prey, observation is knowledge.
AM Information does not come
through words alone Tonight:
Take some time for yourself

partner or several people aro4nc1

you do a backward flip. Waleti
rather than walk into the hoes
den! Tonight Spend special time
with a loved one.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
**** Others have strong opinions and will act on them. In a
relieved.
are
you
way,
Sometimes anticipating otherS'
reactions can produce tension,
whereas the action itself might
not be bad at all Tonight.

Confirm plans.
AQUARIUS(Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
**** What seemed like a stable situation suddenly, and
throughout the next few week&
becomes a source of confuSledi
Trying to put form to a mutating
situation might be futile. Just
hang in there and know that this
too will pass. Tonight Take care
of errands and whatever else
needs doing.
PISCES(Feb. 19-March 20)
***** Your creativity certalh
iy opens doors. A child or loved
one could be full of surprises
Listen to what is being said, but
know that this will change.; A
partner might act in a strange
manner. Let it go. Tonight Let
your imagination lead

COMICS / FEATURES

Murray Ledger & Times

looklitgBack
10 years ago
C'alloway County Fiscal court
i.1 the first reading of an
- opposing Megan Livefinance
*irk Operations at a meeting held
0_the Weeks Community Center.
!•:::Stan Waller has been named
11-1sead boys basketball coach at
liggirray High School
Pvt. Kristoptier L. Crass
bias graduated from combat trainat Fort Knox. He is the son
*.Joseph H. and Cindy Crass of

g

ie
I

4‘-'11irths reported include a girl
Da:Chandra and Henna Bingham,
ipe 9, and a girl to Monica and
Cliiidrick Baker, June 10
: :20 years ago
Bob Cornelison was appointed
tiikiident-elect at a meeting of the
Isetird of directors of United Way
Of Murray and Calloway County.
He; will take over the position
txurntly held by Betty Lowry.
:::-Darniu-a Lanier, student at Murges: High School. and Gina Hardr.:;, student at Calloway County
Sikh School, attended the Hugh
O'Brian Kentucky leadership SemInig held at Transylvania University, Lexington.
Anita Gallimore had a holein-one on the 130-yard hole at
Oaks Country Club. She was playing with Byron Gallimore and Al
and Maxine Pr-anger.
Births reported include a boy
to Laurie and Barry Lee, June
10, and a boy to Jane and Eric
Benson. June II.
30 years age
• High school seniors in the Dis)sibutive Education Program at the
.Murray Area Vocational Education Center earned a total of
$49,203.46 in the Calloway County area during the 1976-77 school
year.
C.O. Bondurant of Murray was
elected second vice president of
the Kentucky Federation of Retired
Eederal Employees at the meetheld at Covington.

Mary Stout and Richard Valentine starred in the dinner theatre
production held at the Colonial
House Smorgasbord. Joe Jackson
was musical director?'
Births reported include a girl
to Mr. and Mrs. Daniel Feitgin,
June 9.
441 years ago
Although critically wounded in
close combat with Vietnam Cong
troops, Capt. Harold W. Wilkins
refused medical aid and then led
the men to victory. He was awarded the Silver Star Medal in ceremonies at Phu Lei, Vietnam. He
is the son of Mr. and Mrs. Howard
E. Wilkins of Murray.
Pat McCuiston, Democratic
nominee for the Kentucky Senate, was the speaker at a meeting of the Calloway County Democratic women's Club.
Bill Knight will be the evangelist at the revival services to
be held at New Providence Baptist Church starting June 18. The
Keys Quartet will be featured at
a gospel singing on that afternoon.
50 years ago
Marvin Miller, actor and
announcer in radio and television,
and his wife, will be special guests
at the Rotary Ann dinner by the
Murray Rotary Club at Kenlake
State Resort Park Hotel tonight.
He is well known as the producer of the television show, "The
Millionaire."
Recent births reported at Murray Hospital include a girl to Mr.
and Mrs. Jimmy Lamb, a girl to
Mr. and Mrs. Jerry Van Carson,
a girl to Mr. and Mrs. Darrell
Lee Holley and a girl to Mr. and
Mrs. Cecil Henry King.
Prof. Lawrence Rickert, a member of the faculty of the music
department of Murray State College. will present a voice recital
on June 18 at the college. He
will be accompanied by Shirley
Joyce Chiles of Murray, pianist.

Photographers focused on work
ride roughshod over weddings
DEAR ABBY: I feel compelled to comment about the
letter from 'Miffed Pro in South
Carolina (April 20), the professional photographer who
complained about guests taking
photographs at weddings.
I am a clergyperson who has
seen
more
than
my
share
of
rude, incompetent professional
photographers. I have
seen
them
attempt
to
up
Dear Abby set
tripods at the
altar, leaving
By Abigail
no room for
Van Buren
the wedding
party to stand. I have seen them
squat in the middle of the aisle,
stopping each couple as they
approach to get a "candid" shot.
I have cleaned up front pews
cluttered with their camera cases
and jackets thrown over the
altar, delaying the start of the
ceremony.
After the wedding, they set
up equipment, checking fighting and settings interminably
until the bride has lost every
bit of "glow" and the candles
have burned to stumps. One
bride finally shouted, "Enough!"
and burst into tears because she
wanted to go to her reception.
Ultimately, the bride and
groom are often left with substandard photos at a premium
price. This. I believe, is why
guests bring their own cameras
-- so they can capture some

idaidnilistory
By The Associated Press
In 1846, a group of US. set:
.
-Today is Thursday, June 14. tlers in Sonoma proclaimed the
t* 165th day of 2007. There are Republic of California.
'JO
In 1928, the Republican Nation.
. days left in the year. This is
4:jag Day.
al Convention nominated Herbert
::-:'Today's Highlight in History:
Hoover for president on the first
June 14, 1777, the Conti- ballot.
:tMal Congress in Philadelphia
In 1940. in German-occupied
aPripted the Stars and Stripes as Poland, the Nazis opened their
she national flag.
concentration camp at Auschwitz;
On this date:
the same day. German troops
:',In 1775, the Continental Army, entered Paris.
*Prerunner of the United States
In 1943, the Supreme Court,
y, was created.
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cation v. Barnette, ruled that schoolchildren could not be compelled
to salute the flag of the United
States.
In 1954, the words "under God"
were added to the Pledge of Allegiance.
In 1967, the space probe
Manner 5 was launched from Cape
Kennedy on a flight that took it
past Venus.
In 1967, the movie 'To Sir,
with Love," starring Sidney Potties4wwwas first
'
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SUMMER, CHARLIE BROWN?

DEAR DR. GOTT: My husband has a habit of wiping his
nose with his hands. Sometimes
he uses his shirt. I have asked
him many times to stop, but he
says he isn't hurting anybody
and gets disgusted when I say
anything.
Please, do
you have any
suggestions?
D- E A R
READER:
Your
husband's habit
is gross. He
should
use
Dr. Gott tissues or
handkerchiefs. Show
By
my
Dr. Peter Gott him
answer
to
your concerns.
DEAR DR. GOTT: My first
question has to do with the noflour, no-sugar diet. It does seem
very simple and easy. (I have
Just started to follow it.) I have
always read labels, so that is
not a problem. The problem I
have is discerning what you
consider to be "sugar." Does it
include corn-syrup solids when
the label states "sugar free,"
"unsweetened" or some such
phrase? I find it in flavored coffees and coffee creamers. I was
trying to find mayonnaise that
did not have sugar in it and
found Hollywood canola mayonnaise has dehydrated cane juice
listed. Are corn-syrup solids
and/or dehydrated cane juice considered sugar? What about
honey? It is last on the list of
ingredients before the added vitamin E. Does it matter how far
down the list it is? And what
about the '-oses': maltose, dextrose, glucose. etc? Can you
please clarify this for me?
The second question I have

concerns flour vs. gram. Tortillas (corn) are made from
ground corn, and from what I
have seen in your column, that
is acceptable. But why is a
cracker made from wheat different from one made with whole-,
wheat flour or bread made with
whole-wheat flour? The wheat
is obviously ground either way.
Is there something in the processing that changes it? Please
tell me what the difference is.
DEAR READER: You raise
some important technical issues
that I address in my book "Dr.
Gott's No Flour, No Sugar Diet."
Basically, sweets such as cane
sugar, corn syrup and honey are
a no-no. Natural fruit sweetener is OK.
Second, flour products are
prohibited, but to keep things
simple, nonflour products such
as ground wheat are acceptable.
While still ground, it is processed
far less and therefore digests
like a whole grain rather than
a straight carb.
DEAR DR.GOTT:I received
your "Losing Weight" flyer sometime ago. It looks like a good
program but I do have a question.
You state "no flour, no sugar,"
which means no bread products.
Then you say you can eat jellies and jams that have no cane
sugar. What are we supposed
to put theses jams and jellies
on to eat them? I can't see
myself eating them out of the
jar.
DEAR READER: Bread
made from nonflour grain is a
good substitute for regular bread
and tastes delicious with jams
or jellies. For more detail, I
recommend you read my new
book, mentioned in the above
question. Good luck with the diet.

ContractBridgo
South dealer.
shown in today's deal. West doubled
Floth sides vulnerable
the slant contract, and it was no great
NORTII
feat for declarer to deduce, once he
*8 53
saw dummy, that the double had to
V K 82
be based on the expectancy of taking
•AQ 10
two trump tricks.
+A .1 94
South therefore proceeded to
WEST
On the hand OKI the assumption due
EAST
••KQ6
West held the K-Q-6 of trumps. lie
411 109
V() 7 6 5 4 3
won the heart, played a diamond to
.743
•9 8 6 5
the ten and ruffed the eight of hearts.
4sQ 8 5 2
+1076
Declarer thee led a diamond to
SOUTH
the queen and rufTed the king of
*A 1 10 9 7 4 2
hearts! The K-A of clubs were next
VA
cashed, followed by a club ruff.
•KJ 2
Dummy was then entered with a dia4K 3
mond, and the last club was ruffed.
The bidding:
By this time, 10 tricks had been
South
West
North
East
played — four rounds of clubs and
I•
Pass
2 NT
Pass
three rounds each of hearts and dia-;•
Pass
4•
Pass
monds South's last three cards were
64
Dble
the A-1-10 of spades, while West
Opening lead —jack of hearts.
held the K-Q-6. The stage was set for
There is a valuable lesson experi- the coup de grice.
ence at the table teaches us that has
Declarer led the jack of spades.
to be learned the hard way. When the and West was a goner, lie could take
opponents voluntarily bid a slam
only one trick, so the doubled slain
and you double them, you are prowas made.
viding declarer with information he
We dotal think much of West's
would not have had if you passed
double. It wasn't reasonable to supIf this information then enables pose South would go down more
him to fulfill a contract he would not than one — if he went down at all.
have made without the double, you The potential gain from the double
might find yourself not only the vic- figured to be 100 points, while the
tim of a substantial loss, hut the tarpossible loss from the double, if it
get of a heated diatribe by your part- enabled declarer to make the conner on the folly of the double.
tract, came to 1,760 points. Ihere
An example of how a declarer can
was much more to be lost, so West
take advantage of such a situation is should have remained silent_
Tomorrow: Test your play.
•

I'D RATHER 60 TO
AFRICA AND GET EATEN
BY AN ELEPHANT
t
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1 WIRS at rummy
5 Tweeted
9 Finish a dress
12 McClurg or
Brictieti
13 Kald of tradition
14 Author
Umberto 15 Cable channel
16 Help with the
dishes
17 Letter after pi
18 That Girl' girl
20 Top monk
22 Slow mover
25 Ground up
27 Ruse
28 Pie container
29 Southwest
all colony
33 Pass near
Pikes Peak
34 Puffin kin
35 Toolshed item
36 Fluffy's head
38 Elected ones
39 mental fog

40 Pods for stews
42 Floated down
the over
43 Have fun with
46 Pay dirt
47 Opposite
of cheer
48 Clay pot
51 Breathe
55 Turkish honorific
56 Salad bowl
wood
57 Livy s was'
58 Not hither
59 Excuse me.
60 Wynter or
Ardreves
DOWN
I Mild expletive
2 Check-cashing
needs
3 Pinch
4 Upper house
5 Broadcast
6 Onassis
nickname
7 Tot stens-Ma
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fun-filled memories of the day
that are affordable. -- MICHIGAN MINISTER
DEAR MINISTER: Ouch!
I'm sorry you have had such a
disappointing experience with
unprofessional professional wedding photographers. Some readers echoed your sentiments -photos lost, lens caps accidentally left on, photo labs burning down -- while others
described a wedding day spent
in blissful harmony during which
photographer, bridal couple and
guests -- through compromise
and communication -- made the
experience a snap. Read on:
DEAR ABBY: My wedding
photographer explained to the
guests that he was going to
take the formal shots first, then
they could take their pictures
while we were still posed for
a few more minutes. That way
everyone could get the "good
shots."
As for the "candid shots"
my guests took, I love them.
In one of them. my 84-yearold uncle was doing the twist
with my 92-year-old grandmother. I was delighted because I
didn't see it happening. Please,
Abby, tell the pros that everyone with a camera is contributing to the bride and groom's
special day. -- CHERYL IN
GEORGIA
DEAR ABBY: My husband
and I hired a professional for
our wedding. We waited patiently for four to six weeks after
our honeymoon for word that
the pictures were ready. He never
called. I finally contacted him,
and after several minutes of
stammering he told me that he
had "lost" all the rolls of film.
Thank goodness my husband's
sister had provided disposable
cameras at each table at our
reception,
otherwise
there
wouldn't have been a single
photo of our wedding day. -ANNETTA IN NORTHERN
CALIFORNIA
DEAR ABBY: I was married two years ago, and one of
the best presents we received
was from a couple who took
pictures through the entire ceremony. Byihe time our reception dinner was served, this
couple had taken their photos
to a one-hour lab, so we had
pictures of our wedding before
we even left for our honeymoon. -- LOVED THE CANDIDS IN MICHIGAN
DEAR ABBY: Taking formal, posed portraits prior to
the wedding ceremony is fine,
but only if the bride doesn't
mind letting her groom see her
before the wedding. -- FORMER
PHOTOGRAPHER'S
ASSISTANT IN KENTUCKY
DEAR ABBY: In many hundreds of weddings. I have never
had a problem with guests stopping me from doing my job.
and I have always treated them
with respect and dignity. I often
take guests' cameras when asked,
and snap a few for them so
they can be in their own photos. -- EXPERIENCED PRO
IN WASHINGTON, MAINE
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Nashville music publisher shares industry experiences
By GREG TRAVIS
Stall Writer
Nashville music publishing
executive Jeff Gordon recently spoke to a Murray State
University Songwnting class
encouraging students to work
hard at wnting the best matenal possible and telling them
that dreams still do come true.
"I think music in general is
becoming very individualized.
Kids are now listening to a
variety of genres. We are heading toward a market, that will
be very individual-song onented." he said.
"The sheer magnitude of
what's out there is overwhelming. We. in the music business, arc going to have to look
closely at the market and see
exactly what the listeners are
listening to In my opinion this
t• a problem that record companies have been slow to recognire.There's a new model out
there, he said, adding that, in
actuality, the playing field is
much more level for everyone.
Gordon. 42, said he liked
to hear the founders of various genres of music, because

GREG TRAVIS/Ledget 8 Times

Nashville music publishing executive Jett Gordon (right) recently discussed with Murray State
University songwriting students the many methods of getting a song published. Gordon is pictured with professional Nashville songwriter Kenya Walker, left, the class teacher and Rosetta
Todd, a student in the class A gospel song Todd played for Gordon received favorable comments from him.
that's where the standards arc
set "They are the absolute

best. When you compare everything else to that you get a

feel or a standard in every
genre.-

He told the class that some
of their best writing would come
from listening to their emotions. "You have to be brave
enough to tell the truth about
how you feel about a situation. You have to put in words
emotions that will make your
hair stand up," he remarked.
Gordon urged the songwriters to "learn the fundamentals" of their craft and know
the structures by heart of the
many variations of country
songs.
':You need to look at. and
study the great writers and performers," he said. "It can only
help to see what they are doing
and how they do it."
He said when looking for
a song to promote. he tried to
find one that has the fundamentals in place and is a song
that he "just has to hear one
more time." He compared it
to a movie that you just have
to see again and again.
"A great song will draw you
in," he said.
An executive with 20 years
of experience working with
established artists and songwriters, Gordon began his career

at MCA Records in 1986, afte(
.
graduating from The Universi,
ty of Southern Mississippi with
a degree in music. As an artist
and repertoire representative for
the label, he has been responsible for screening songs for
such famed country music
artists as George Strait, Vincg
Gill, Reba McEntire, Wynon-:
na Judd, Conway Tvvitty, Way-,
Ion Jennings, Marty Stuart and
others. Gordon signed hitmaker Tracy Byrd in 1992 and
was associate producer on hii
platinum debut album.
He is currently Vice President of Creative for Bro 'N
Sis Music/Carlin Nashville, the
second-largest independently
owned publishing company and
number six overall worldwide:
His primary focus is the
exploitation of more than 35,000
titles in the conglomerate's
country catalog, securing album
cuts, singles, record deals and
exposure to film and television. it was reported.
Gordon said he saw a lot
of raw talent in the local song-writers and he urged them to
continue to hone their skills.

The Kentucky Center Governor's School for the
Arts announces 20th anniversary program class
Celebrating its 20th anniver- mores and juniors have attendsary. The Kentucky Center Gov- ed the GSA summer program.
ernor's School for the Arts is The program will culminate on
bringing over two hundred eager July 7 with an all-day festival
young artists and high school that celebrates the achievements
students from every region of of Kentucky's young artists.
the Commonwealth to the heart Additionally, 17 colleges and
of the Bluegrass, as the stu- universities currently offer
dents arrive at Lexington's Tran- scholarships to alumni of GSA.
To learn more abt the
sylvania University, June 17 to
July 7.
Participating from Calloway
County is. Rebecca Raj. Vocal
Music.
Miring their three-week stay.
22(1 student artists from 49
counties will be immersed in
a rigorous schedule of daily
seminars, master-classes, lectures. hands-on workshops and
field trips to regional ails attracDETROIT (AP) -- Ford Motor
tions. Instruction is offered in
( I/ supplanted Toyota as leader
eight disciplines: Architecture.
Photo provided
t the pack in J I) Power and
Writing.
Dance.
Creative
Assosiates annual initial quality
SPECIAL PERFORMANCE: Connor McKenna and his
Drama, Instrumental Music.
rankings released Wednesday.
father, Dave, performed in a Jam Session Concert for the res- Musical Theatre. Visual Arts
grabbing more indisidual awards
idents at Glendale Place Retirement Center on May 18, mak- and Vocal Music
than any other automaker for the
ing this their first concert performance together Both are
Since 1987, more than 3,300
first time mese 1998, when it tied
studying the guitar with local music instructor, Conny Ottway. talented high school sophofor the top spot
Ford ranked highest in five of 19
segments in this year's survey
That's two better than an 1998 —
the last time a U S automaker
Vo as on top — when Ford tied
with Toyota and Honda
The Dearborn automaker earned
.egment award, for the Ford
Mustang. Lincoln Mark LT,
Lincoln MKZ, Mercury Milan
and Mazda MX-5 Miata Mazda
33 a percent owned by Ford.
Porsche again dominated the
,•scrall ranking of brands. cragtn
4skrn.s per 100 vehicles.
year That compared
tk
asiiliSlast
ith a 2007 industry average ot
125 problems per 100 vehicles
Last year it was 124
Toyota Motor Corp., which
grabbed the top spot in 11 segments last year. captured only
four this year — the 4Runner.
Sequoia. Tacoma and Lexus
RX350/RX400h
Ford's Lincoln brand, which
lumped from 12th to third in
,ts trail %chit le quality. averaged
Photo providoi.;
100 problems per 1(1) vehicles. It
WEAVING WORKSHOP: Nicole Scrlinittou is shown working or i Triangle Loom weaving in
was behind Porsche and Toyota's
a recent workshop at the Murray Art Guild Participants were able to design and weave a shawl
Letos luxurs brand, which aseron the triangle looms in the workhop taught by Mary Cates The Guild is a non-profit commuaged 94 problems per 10(1 sehi
nity based arts organization with membership open to anyone interested For more informales
Ske •ass dramatic improvement
tion on Guild workshops. call 270-753-4059 or murrayartguild org
1 tom Lincoln.- said Neal Oddes.
Is Power's director of product
research and analysis It was a
fantastic year for the Mercury
tomer's and their fashion needs
Milan. with dramatic improveAP) ers. skins and cardigan sets
KNOXVILLE. Tenn
ments in terms of defects"
Clothing retailer Goods •%
I'm thnlled to hc mvolsed through her Southern roots and
()serail. he said. Ford's strength
I moils Clothing Ins announced in a clothing line that provides simple elegant style.' said Mary
ame from new launches such as
on %ethic...Lis .k •% Ashles simple, lovely solutions for
w an, president and chief merthe Edge. MKX and MKZ
Judd is lending her name afki women's wardrobes.- Judd said chandising officer at Goody's
Ford spokeswoman Anne Mane
fashion 011 IC to a new line of
Judd. a natise of Kentucky.
in a statement released by the
(
siaiJ those launches
;attar]
n's clothing
Vb.
sompans -I'se always loved has homes near Nashs ilk and
speak solumes and about what
like linos% ilk bayed
items that you can throw on in Scotland. home of her
were doing neat "
pans. which sells moderately
easily and know that you'll hand Dano Francium. the win
"What we saw today is the result
limed clothing, said three new
ii seseral years of adhenng to our
feel and look good
net of this year's Indianapolis
labels sailed Al. Ashley Judd
design
manufacturing
and
Judd helped develop the line 500 Her film credits include
and I use, Ashles would he
poscesses with complete dirKithe
"Kiss
and
shopon
"De-Lovely"
designers
took
and
scailabk this fall
pline." she said "It took snow
the line will ins hale denim. ping trips to show them her Girls."
time for the results to he evident
Goods 's ofTe.ials said
Goody's has more than .lso
knit tees, •Mbealef% and ka%11.11
stores in 21 states
Ashley an relate to out
it. ins lusting Ma/
AFCC

Kentucky Center Governor's
School for the Arts, visit
www.kentuckygsa.org.
GSA is a public/private partnership inaugurated in 1987 by
The Kentucky Center, the Commonwealth of Kentucky and
numerous private supporters.
Today, the vital funding required
to make GSA a reality is pro-

vided by the state through the
leadership of the Governor's
Office and the Kentucky Cabinet of Commerce, as well as
The Kentucky Center Endowment Fund, Ashland, Inc., Toyota Motor Manufacturing and
more than 140 corporations,
parents, educators, alumni and
friends of GSA.

Ford Grabs Most Awards in 2007
Vehicle Quality Rankings, Leads
Pack for 1st Time in 9 Years

Goody's to debut Judd clothing line

lo),ota had seen its list ot quali-

leaders decrease in a quality
study released Monday by
Strategic Vision Inc.. a San
Diego-based market research
company and consultant to
automakers. Despite improving
its overall quality. Toyota led in
one category in that study —
down from four in 2006. South
Korean automaker Hyundai
Motor Co. led in five categories.
outperforming its Japanese,
European and U.S. competitors
Last year, it had no winners.
Joe !vers. J.D. Power's executive director of quality and customer satisfaction, said there's no
clear answer for Toyota's drop.
But several vehicles brought its
quality performance down this
year. including the Corolla. Pnus
and Lexus models
It is worth noting, he said. that
Toyota executives have been
speaking publicly about their concerns about maintaining its historically high quality' dunng a time
of rapid growth
-We're nix used to seeing their
vehicles go backward from a
quality standpoint and several of
them did," he said "It's no big
change. but when things go backward for Toyota. it's unusual "
spokesman Mike
Toyota
Michels said the company was
pleased with its results, adding
that Toyota was the secondranked non-luxury brand and
stayed in the top 10 overall
Lexus also maintained its secondplace ranking overall
Michels said the LS460. which
lot the first time was not the topranked in its segment, came in a
close second to the Audi A8 and
Mercedes Benz S-Class, which
tied for first Still, the company
also was pleased with that showing, since it was a redesigned
model and had just been shipped
to dealers before the %sines -taking began
Michels said small shifts such
these make a huge difference as
the quality gap has narrowed
arming automakers
"In our view, if you really look
at this, we're starting to see differences that air not statistically
significant.- he said
paio 4DVF RTR(ASER/ SY PARKER FORD
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l'het Initial Quality Survey) is
not the whole picture when it
COWS to customers' percepirns
and the information they have on
quality. We think that long-term
quality and durability are what
people base their buying decisions on."
In the J.D. Power Survey.
Hyundai fell from third overall to
12th. Oddes said relaunched vehicles such as the Santa Fe did not
do so well as the automaker had
hoped. On the plus side, the
redesigned Elantra performed
well in its segment.
Lincoln was followed by Honda.
Mercedes-Benz, Jaguar and
Toyota, Honda, with the fewest
problems per 100 vehicles among
non-luxury brands, improved in
the ranking to fourth from sixth in
2006
The most improved nameplate,
in the study are Land Rover, Saab
and Mercedes-Benz.
Ivers said Mercedes-Benz's
improvements have been significant and speedy across its product
line. It grabbed the top spot in
three segments, and notable was
rt.% S-Class going from "worst to
first" as it launched a redesigned
model
"A lot of people avoid buying a
vehicle in its first year of production. but Mercedes. with its SClass, got everything nght." he
said
D Power also gave the
Platinum Plant Quality Award for
producing vehicles yielding the
fewest defects to Ford's Wixom
Assembly Plant, which stopped
making cars May 31 The Detroitarea plant produced the Lincoln
Town Car, which averages 'is
problems per 100 vehicles.
It was the first North American
assembly plant to receive the
honor since 1999
For the study. Westlake Village,
Calif -based JD Power collected
responses from more than 97.0(X)
bus ers and lessees of new 2007
model year vehicles after 90 days
of ownership
This year's survey Included 228
questions and asked for information specifically about design and
production, such as defects and
malfunctions

